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WEL13ABILITY AS A METALLURGICAL COhlGEPT P. DEFINITION

WE LDABILITY AS A PROBLEM CONI PIXX IN STEEL
METALLURGY

AS a result of the heat influence
to which
a steel is exposed in any form of welding,
the
material
undergoes
certain changes,
some of
wh~ch are permanent.
These changes may occur as microstructure
transformations
during the
cycle of heating and cooling,
or as changes in
shape or dimensions
due “to thermal stresses.
A steel which can he welded without application of complicated
precautions
to avoid dangerous consequences
of these changes
regarding th~ stabihty
of the we Ided structure
1s said
to possess
qood weldabllity.
]
—

The weldability
concept in the widest sense
can be almost completely
covered by some main
groups of metallurgical
phenomena
which can be
said to have an influence
on the ablhty of a
steel to undergo necessary
we Ldinq technology
Treatment.
These groups refer to melting and
solidification
as we 11 as to micro structure ‘cransformat~ons,
temperaturedep~ndent
mechanical
propert~es,
corrosion
and oxidation
phenomena
or, in other words, to several possible
changes
Detrimenin physical
and chemical
behavior.
tal changes which can be expected
to occur
under certain circumstances
may be divided into seven groups and can be summarized
as
follows:

If, for certain steels,
on the other hand, a
normal welding process w1ll imply serious danger of causing failure in a welded component
due to the changes ment~oned or if actual defects,
such as cracking,
occur already during
weldlng or immediately
after, certain precautions must be taken or special
pre - and/or
post-treatments
carried out.
Such steels are
sa~d to possess
limited weldab~li~y.1
The term “unweldable
steels”
is not realistic.
%y steel can be welded provided correct metallurgical
conditions
are chos~n.
Sometimes,
however,
these conditions
may be
Impossible
to realize
in practical
production
work.
The rap~d heating and cooling cycles
applied to a steel by welding may be characterized as a thermal shock influence
or a series
of such influences
on the steel.
The weldabillty grade can be regarded as the ability of the
steel to withstand
this thermal shock attack.
The weldability
concept is complex and
therefore
difficult
to define.
St~ll it is orw of
the commonly used metallurgical
terms.
It is
indeed not quite clear what is meant, in daily
talk, by a weldabb
steel.
Moreov@r the word
“weldability”
has a limlt’ed range of mean~ng
and refers only to the base metal Itself and how
this will react during a welding process.
Consequently,
there is a need for another concept
includlng
the whole welded joint and how Its
properties
will influence
the stability
of the
welded structure.
Therefore,
a term like
“~unction stability “ of welded joints is more
adequate
and includes
the weldability
of the
base metal as an important
and necessary
but
2
not complete determinat~on
of the expression.
There is a weld metal, too, in the welded joint,
the properties
of which are more or less dependent on the composition
of the base material.

.. ---

weld cracking
1. Inngltudlnal
cracks or “hot cracks”).
weld cracking
2. Transversal
cracks or “ coohng cracks”).
3. Hardening
transformation

(sohdiflcatlon
(shrinkage

em brittlement
In the weld or the
zone of the stee 1.

4. Norma 1 brittle behavior of the weld or the
steel below a characteristic
critical
temperature and under severe stress conditions,
e .g.
residual
weldlng
stresses.
5. Embrlttlement
bility of the weld
dium temperatures.

due to microstructure
instaor the s’ceel at low and me-

6. Embrittlement
due to microstructure
instability of the weld or the steel at high temperatures .
of corrosion
and oxidation
re7. Decrease
sistance
of the weld or the steel due to residual welding
stresses
and/or certain m~cro structure
forma hens.
Various metallurgical
phenomena
may be
the cause of a defect or change in properties,
which is characteristic
for each of the seven
groups,
but within a certain grwup these phenomena are rather closely
connected
a“s such.
Hence a complete weldability
investigation
of
a steel should be perfomed
with regard to
these seven groups and a development
of a
new stee 1 type for welded structures
should
according ly be directed
towards properties
of
the steel which will not contribute
to what is
mentioned
under the seven groups —.
with~n the
anticipated
fabrication
and s~rvlce conditions.
This can easily

be stated

and is easily

2
understood
but not so easily carried out.
The
dlfficultms
will appear already before the steel
has come Into the ladle.
More or less covering all the seven groups
Pi”OPerlie S
mentioned
abave are the me chanlcal
of the steel and how they will change under the
Influence
of possible
defects
due to weldlnq.
l?-ovided there are no defects forming sharp
notches,
the yield strength of a steel w1ll increase with falhng temperature
and the plasticity will decrease
accordingly.
Independently
of the testing
meth~d Used, one will find that,
at certain higher temperatures,
a steel w1ll be–
havt in a ductile way and at certain lower temperatures
in a mainly brltt’le way.
Between
these two temperature
ranges there 1s a transl–
hon range wlthln which the fracturing
condi–
t~ons Gf the material may be a httle more comphcated.

FIG. 1. X-RAY PHOTOGRAPH Or A WELD SHOWING PIPE FORMATION, WHERE CHANGE OF
ELECTRODE HAS TAKEN PLACE DUNNG VERTICAL
MANUAL WELDING.
IN CROSS-SECTION
SUCH
PIPES OR SHRIN1Q3GE CAVITIES ARE TO BE REGARDED AS MORE OR LESS PRONOUNCED HOT
c RAG m .

Ths more severe the stress conditions
are
with respect
to klaxlalit y the higher 1s the
t~mperature
al which the transition
range between the ductile and brittle behavior of a steel
IS to be Iound,
It w~ll be stated (p. 14) that lt w-ould not be
reahshc
to expect a welded structure
to b: free
from defects
in the welded joints.
Such defects
and on
vmll act as most dangerous
notches,
considering
the function
sbbll~ty
of a welded
structure,
11 is Indeed Important to bear this in
mind.
On the o~her hand, defects
In Lhe steel
itself which are locahzed
far away from welds
may be I-egarded as be~ng of less importance.
The funchon
stab~of
a welded—. structure
.——
WL1l
be determined
by the amOunt ard~ocatlog
@ defects
in and around Lhe welded joints, I .E .
in the parts of the struclure
which
are under ln–
——..——
fluence of weldlnq stresses.
There are many
types of defects In welds or adjacent
to a weld,
which may b!e regarded
as poss~ble lnltiatlon
points for a brittle fracture,
a few examples
of
which are sh~wn in Flg. 1-5.
There are a great many various methods by
wkuch the tendency
of a brittle behavior of a
steel at certain temperatures
can be determined.
The most simple one ~s the impact testing,
which 1s ra~her useful provided the strain rate
on initiating
the fracture
at the notch root of
the t’eSE bar IS mainly correspondlnq
with pract~cal circumstances.
Such a testing method 1s
the Gharpy V-notch test~ng,
too we n-known
to
be descrlbcd
here.
However,
I would hke to
quote the conclusion
of &n investigation

FIG. 2. REPAIR WELDING WITHOUT P~HEAT ING OF A SURFACE DEFECT ON A HALF INCH
HIGH TENSILE S’~R”UCTURALSTEEL PLATE. AFTER
THE WELDING THE REPAIiWD SPOT HAS BEEN
GROUND. A HARDENING CRACK ADJACENT TO
THE WELD HAS APPEARED IN THE MARTENSITIC
TRANSITION ZONE .

FIG . 3. X-RAY PHOTOGRAPH OF A LOW-ALLOY
WELD WITH TRANSVERSAL CRACKS CAUSED BY
lT!CDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT OF THE PARTIALLY
MARTENSITIC WEJ.,D METAL. THIS TYPE OF WELD
DEFECTS 1S ONE OF THE MOST DANGEROUS
REASONS FOR INIT14TI.ON OF BRITTLE FRACTURIS
IN THE BASE METAL. EVEN A SLIGHT PREHEATING COULD HAVE PREVENTED THE FORMATION
OF SUCH TRANSVERSAL SHRINKAGE C lWCKS .

,,: -

3

performed by a ressarch
committee of Jernkontoret In Stockholm,
which states the following
about what can be gained by Charpy V-notch
testlng~ \
“BE1OWtemperaL’ures,
lower change of a Charpy
stee 1 may be expected
to
manner under condlli~ns
cf =, fracture at sufficiently

corresponding
to the
V-notch curve, a
behave in a brittle
permitting
an irutiatlon
high strain rate.

“At temperatures
be low the range mentioned
res~dual stresses,
e.g. weldlng stresses,
may
cause lnltlation
and propagation
of brittle fractLl~@ S ,
provided
sharp notches,
e .g. weld defects,
are present.
“Ab~ve temperatures,
corre spondlng to the
lower change of a Charpy V-notch curve, a
steel w1ll generally
alsd In practice
bshave in
a ductile and crack–arresting
mannsr. “
This corresponds
rather we 11 with a British
investigation
of much the sam~ type% and the
5
opinion of G. M. Boyd.

FIG. 4. UNDERBEAD CRACKING IN A MARTENSITIC TRANSITION ZONE CLOSE TO THE FUSION
LINE OF A WELD IN A T.OW-ALLOY STEEL. 1500x
,,

. .

--------

.

.

. . .

. . . .

,=

In 1961 Dr. Georg VedelerE presented
an
excellent
report to the Committee on Ship Steel,
In this report he states that from a practical
poin~ of view the problem of brittle fractures in
ships has been solved by the present r@gula‘tions . He also pointed out that the main problems for the shipbuilders
would today be fatigue cracks in the ships.
Concerning
fatigue cracking
he is no doubt
right, but I cannot quite agre~ with his state–
men! regarding
the practical
solutlon of the
brittle fracture
problem.
Doubtlessly
he IS
right by saying that the new regulations
have
increased
safety aga~nst brittle serwce failures.
I must admit, however,
that so far as I
understand
there will probably never appear any
fatigue crack in a ship that will propagate
to an
extent that ‘the ship will fail by a fatigue fracture in the converhlonal
meaning.
The ~mpor–
tance of fatigue cracking In ships or other
welded structures
is from my point of view that
they may act as extremely
dangerous
initiation
points for brltt ie fractures
by their sharp notch
effect in parts of the ship, where severe stress
conditions
occur.
In other words, if the brittle fracture problem is solved from a practical
paint of view I do
not see that fatigue cracking
could be of such a
great importanc~.
If they are not any longer

FIG . 5. STRESS CORROSION CRACKS ADJACENT
TO A WELD IN AN UNALLOY-ED STEEL. THE
CRACK PATTERN HAS APPEARED IN THE PARTS
OF THE EASE METAL, WHICH HAVE BEEN UNDER
INFLUENCE OF RESIDUAL WELDING STRESSES.

dangerous
initlahon
points for brittle failures,
I do not ~hink that in a lifetime of a ship a fatigues crack w~ll get time to extend to such a
degree That a res~dual shear fracture w1lI occur
due to overload~ng
of the rernalnlng
uncrackcd
area.

4
On the other hand, if brittle fracture is still
a real~ty, we certainly
have “to conceritrate
on
fatigue research
in connection
with welded
structures.
Fatigue cracking in or around welded joints is probably one of our mos”t dangerous
def~cts to be considered
in connect~on w~th the
function
stability
of a structure.
I would summarize my viewpoints
by the following:
1. Defects in welded joints mostly occur m the
weld metal itself.
Cracking in the trans~tion
zone can be more easily overcame.
2. The weld metals of today have normally a
very low transition
temperature
range with regard to brittle fracture.
Consequently,
the risk
for initiation
of a brittle fracture in such weld
defects
1s rather limited.
3. Weld defects,
however,
can easily become
the starting
point for a fat~gue failure,
since
the fatigue
strength under the Influence
of the
notch effect of the weld defect w~ll be very
much decreased.
If a fallgue crack,
starting
from a weld defect,
extends in a direction
where it w1ll reach the surrounding
base metal,
there is obviously
a great risk for init~ation
of
a brittle fracture in the steel,
“the transition
temperature
of which may be far higher than that
This might particularly
be
of the weld metal.
true w~th regard to the parts of the base metal
under influence
of welding stresses.

Vedeler also says in his repor’c’ that he
is inclined
to think that for steel with a hlghyield polnl one should have a larger margin to
the transition
temperature,
and the definition
of
the transition
temperature
by means of a Charpy
V-notch test should be at a higher energy than
for ordinary ship steel.
Nobody could be more
wilhng to underline
tlms than I am. Some of my
own investiga Eions7 have shown that there 1s a
good reason for stating this.
On the other hand, in case of apphcation
lmgh- strength
steels to welded structures,
and
in case we are able to define a transition
temperature
by, for ~nstance,
impact “~estlng that
has good relation to practical
service
conditions,
I do not see why we have to fear the high
elastic
stresses.
Such stresses
will no doub~ form around
welded joints in such steels as Vedeler rightly
It 1s also evident that residual
points out.
welding stresses
must be higher, the h~gher the

yield strength of the base metal.
There is no
reason to believe,
however,
that weldlng
stresses
w~ll have another type of ~nfluence in
a high-strength
s’teel than in an ordinary one.
Many investigators
have already shown
that above the trans~tion
temperature,
as we today normally define it, welding stresses
will
not contribute
to briit le failures.
In our defini–
tion of the trans~tion
temperature,
as measured
by means of the Charpy V-notch test bar, we
have already included
a certain margin by stating 15-20 ft lbs as a critical
impact level for an
Therefore when we have
ordinary mild steel.
found the critical
levels corresponding
to higher
yield strengths
and have included
a comespondlng margin of safety,
I definitely
believe In the
successful
apphcatlon
of these new steel tyPes
in the welding technology.
For pressure
vessels
this is already a fact.
In connect~on with shipbuilding
I personally
think that the main problem IS that the modulus
of elasticity
w1ll st~!ll be the same also for the
high- strength materials.
In principle
the brittle fracture
problem w1ll become the same whatever the strength of the steel may be.
I would like to finish this part of my report
by stating that’ out from my experience
a serious service fa~ lure of a welded structure
will
always culminate
In some sort of a brittle fracture, no matter what the foregoing reason may
have been--a
weld defect,
a “h.-ans~tlon zone
crack, a fatigue crack, etc.
Therefore,
I am
not willing to underestimate
the importance
of
studying the brittle behavior of steels for we lded structures,
in particular
the strength Of the
steel under the influence
of the sharpest
Possible notch (i .e. a natural crack) at low temperatures
and under severe welding stress con–
dltlons . There are many methods today which
can be applied to such studies,
one of them
being the NC-testing.8
This method was developed In 1951 for the determ~nation
of “the
nominal cleavage
strength”
of a steel surrounding a welded joint (Appendix B). Recent
investigations
by Pelliru and co-workers
seem
to have followed much the same lines as to the
basic Ideas about the fracture
behavior of steels
in.re latlon to the influence
of stresses,
sharp
notches
and varying temperatures.
MICRO-ALLOY

STEELS

From the weldability
point of view there is
a gap between plain carbon steels and C-Mn–

5
steels on one side and low-carban
low-alloy
steels on the other.
We have to hnd some con–
nectlon between these “two steel groups,
and
the micro-alloy
steels might be what we are
looklng for.
I have already used the term
“micro-alloying
element”
in the title of this
paper, and therefore
I think I should go straight
to the definition
of this expression.
What is a micro-alloy
steel?
It is a steel,
the basic composition
of which is simply an unalloyed
structural
steel or, In many cases,
a
manganese
alloy one or even a low–alloy
one,
to which a small amount of an alloying
sl~ment
has been added--this
element having a very
strong and sometimes
remarkable
effect on one
or. several of the steel properties
. OrL the
whole,
however,
the steel is still characterized by its basic camposltion
as to its general
behav~or.
The amount of micro-alloying
elements to be added is one or two powers of ten
less than would have been the case for an alloylng element in the conventional
m~aning.
Micro-alloy
steels have been used for
quite a time . I am th~nklng of the alum~numtreated
steels,
In wlmch alumlnum ceriainly
does act as a micro-alloylng
element.
Other
exam Pies of such elements
are vanadium,
boron
and tl-Laruum.
Still another is columbium.
As a consequence
of the definition
of what
I have called micro-alloy
steels,
one can speak
about micro-alloy
carbon steels,
micro-allo~
———
man~dnese
s’ce~s, micro-alloy
molybdenum
-——s~eels,
etc.
The micro-alloylng
element added
to a base composition
of a normal type w1lI., as
said abave,
in certain respects
change the
steel proper~~es more or less drastically
but
still the steel behavior is mainly dependent
on
its basic composition.
The Influence
of micro-alloyiny
elements
1s
by no means the same in all cases.
One type
of element may change the grain size, another
may change ~he reslsiance
to temp~rlng
fimbrlttlemen~,
still another may have an Influence
on certain transformation
reactions
durlny cool–
Ing, etc.
The choice of micro -alloying
element
depends on the properLy or the propcrt~cs
base steel to be stab~hzed
or changed.
L@ us now turn to the discussion
blum as a steelmaklng
variable,
but,
that :

of the

of colum–
heforc

You may rsgard the statements
regarding
“weldabllity”
given as a background
of this
my dear Watson. “ If S0,
paper as “Elementary,
I quite agree,
but then I would only like to
make another statement:
The simpler you can
build the platform on which your research
work
]S based,
the better it is.
Further,
the more
systematically
you can treat your problems,
“the
senses
and syssafer You feel.
fiIpliclty,
tematization
must never exclude the necessary
—...——
>rfl~ance
of a sug~essful
resear&h_work> M
will offer You a reasona~le
safety o_Q@
“Elementary,
my dear
your results
to practice.
Watson”
- it 1s all right and I do not care .
GENEFQL INFLUENCE OF COLUMBIUM AS A
MICRO-ALLOYING ELEMENT IN STEEL
Until now there has not been very much
written about columbium as a stselmaking
Technical
information
to be found in
variable.
Weraturw at the moment concerning
the behavior of columblum-alloy
steels,
and information
gained by personal
contacts
with colleagues
who hav~ been Investigating
such steels lS
limited and contrad~ctory.
This seems quite
natural since thsre are probably only a few
steel works hav~ng had columblum steels in
full-scale
production.
It ~s our experience
that rather few lmpor!ant observations
can be
made without producL’lon experience
as to the
real influence
of columbium as a steelmaklng
variable.
However,
as a basis for the deve lo Pment of
columblum-alloy
steels and ~he interest
in
These steel types,
some well-known
lnf~Llences
on th~ properties
of steels by the addition of
small amounts of columbium in the order 01
magnitude
of 0 .01-0.05%
have bsen observed.
For instance,
there IS no doubt that columblum
will Increase
the yield strength of the steel
and cause a flnc-grmned
micro- structure.
The increasing
yie %d strength
could of
course prehmlnarlly
be explained
by the finegrained structure,
but this does not seem to b=
effect on Lhe
the whole ‘mutlh. ArI additional
yield strength from columblum Itself 1s probably to be found, but’ so far as we know, the
true reason for this part of the yield strength
increase
is not definitely
expla~ned.
It w-ould
not be unreasonable
to beheve,
as Belser does,
that fine-d~spersed
carbides
or perhaps nltrldes
would ~n some way or another strengthfin
the
Our own lnvestlgatlons
trans latlon planes.
are still incomplete
and have no contr~buiion

6
to the solutlon of this problem to offer.’<
S~me observations
in the electron
microscope
may, however,
partly confirm the statements
of Belser (Fig. 6-7).
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FIG . 6. GRAIN BOUNDARY CEMENTITE AND GO
LUMBIUM CARBIDE PRECIPITATION IN THE FERRITE OF A CARBON-MANGANESE STEEL WITH
0. OL 7, COLUMBIUM.
ELECTRON IWCROGRAPH

14,000X.
Even If columblum w-ould have been regarded only as an alloylng
elememt wlmch can cause
a f~ne–graincd
structure
in the steel,
lhere
would shll have been some advantages
left for
such an addltlon.
As an ox~de former COlumbiurn lS definitely
l~ss strong than for lnsfance
alum~num or tltaruum; all,oylnq elements
which are also used
for fine-grain
trea.tmcnts . ‘This wjll permit
columblum to be used in hne-grain
pract~cc
more or less lnr.dependently
of the deox~dat]on
prachce
apphed
to the steelmaklng
. In other
words,
semlkllled
(balanced)
columbium–
treated
steels caln very well b= produced and
are in most respects
not slgruflcantly
dlffcr–
en[ from fully killed steels w]th the same columblum addltlon,
which, of course,
hps ~n
economic
importance.

‘~ See, however,
App endlx C – a summary of
recent lnvestlgat]ons
by co-workers
of Lhe
Author.

FIG. 7. GFL41N!30UNDARy CEMENTITE AND
COLUMBIUM CARBIDE PRECIPITATION IN THE
FERRITE AS WELL AS IN SUBGRAIN BOUNDANLS
IN A CARBON-MANGANESE STEEL AS IN FIG. 6
BUT WITH O. 1 0% COLUMBIUM.
THE COLUMBIUM CARBIDE PRECIPITATE IS FAR COARSER
THAN IN THE FOREGOING FIGURE . ELECTRON
MICROGPJWH 14, o~ox.
An American patent specification
clalmlng a
semiklllcd
columblum-alloy
steel appeared
as
late as November 2S, 1961.10
Some other
pa~cnt specifications
have previously
been
publlsh~d
in U. S .A. and other countries.
Already aboul 25 years ago columb]um was men–
tloned as an alloylng clement used in sLIch
small addltlons
wh]ch m-e character ]st]c for to–
day’s columhum
steels.
It might be that even
Prior to that the effec~ of Columblurn was stud–
led.
Bul Lllere scorns to have been a pause 111
the development
of these new steel types
durlnq a pcrlod of about ten years until a new
approach
Lo the problem was made Slm Llltall@ousl,y in various pm-ts of the world.
The need for h!gh-strength
steels for w-elded structures
was doubtlessly
a main reason.
IL ]s well- k]now,l tlm~ many steel works based
Lllelr lntcrcst
]n the effec~ of micro -alloying
elements
on the fad that for many applicdtlons
within the welding technology
the low-alloy
s~eels were not only Involvlng too great a step
towards Increased
y~eld strength,
but certainly also too h~gh a cost In relatlon to the steel
we~gll~ that could possibly
be saved w~thou-t a

(

drast~c change in exlstlng
rcgu~atlons
for welded structures.
Further,
a good deal of the lowalloy steels w1ll not stand the rather rough
meat]ments wlmch can hardly be avo~ded in most
of the weldlng shops.
VVlth the excepmon of ahmmnum, and to a
certain extent also boron that 1s used preferably In combination
with low-alloy
steels,
e .g. molybdenum
steels,
the use of micro alloying
additions
is qu~te a new field of steel
metallurgy.
In the invitation
letter from Professor Chlpman,
hs asked me to present my
most recent thoughts
about columb~um as a
steelmaklng
varlabk.

c
S1

0.10

-~.~~

0.03

-0.30

Mn
Nb

0,40
- 1.60
0,005-0.05

Wlthln the
have pa~d most
steels,
wlmch
with regard to

TABLE 1
AVERAGE COM pOSITIONS
A
c

May I say that I have exper~enced
this
so]metlmes confusing
alloylng elem~nt in a
way that any correct or, at Least, reasonable
thought about columbium as a steelmaklng
variable
IS indeed recent.
There lS very much to be expected
in the
fuzure concerning
our knowledge
of tlms subject, and for the present we have only touched the problem c~mplex which 1s prom~sing so
much.
But the solu~~on 1s still lmdlng behind
a mountain of necessary
investigations.
METALLURGICAL VARIABLES
In metallurgy
we have three variables
to
apply in order to produce a steel for a given
They are:
purpose.
1. Composltlon
practice) .

(including

2.

Mecharucal

3.

Heat treatment.

d~oxldatlon

treatment.

Our experience
of the processing
metalhmgy of columbium
steels lS hmlted to Iwo types
of steelmaklng
processes:
the open hearth
1:
In Our fullproce ss and the kaldo prog~~.
scaie inves~igations
we have studied various
ty-pes of deoxidatlon
practice,
1.e. semlkillcd
steels
(balanced
stee~s) as well as slllcoll–
killed steels,
and silicon-treated
steels w~th
an additional
deoxidat~on
by means of
AS examples
of wha~ may be called
aluminum.
normal columblu.m steels,
I would hke to
comuositlon
ranges:
choo se the following

s]

Mn
Nb

L,

B

c

0.11

0.22

0.03
1.0

0.03
1.3

0.19
(3.2rj
1.3

0.02

0.03

0.03

Steel A has an upper yield strenqth of about
37 kq/mm2 (22,625 PSI) while s~eels B and C
show a yield point at room trmperatur~
of about
47 kq/mm:: (36, S50 psi) as rolled.
It should
be observed
that the difference
in composltmn
between steel B and steel C 1s hmlted to the
carbon contents
and ~he sihcon
cantents.
There is an ~nflu~nce of slhcon orI the strength
of the steel,
~nd thzreforc
steel C may ix
given a slightly
lower carbon percentage.
~~
yleld strenqth —=———
Increase
on addlnq CDaver~e
—lumblum 1s 1[0-12 kq[ mm< (14,000-17,000
psi).
There 1s no marked difference
between the
posslblhtles
of producing
about the same quallty of steel by the open–hearth
process
and the
ka ldo pro cess.
However,
a kaldo stee 1, because of Its very low oxygen and nitrogen coH–
tents,
has a superior formability,
wh~ch w1ll
be d~sclosed
by the bending properties,
the
elongation
and the Impact properties.
This is,
however,
typ~cal also for unalloyed
kaldo
ste~ls in relatlon to the same type of steel
made by the open–hearth
process
and has obV1OUS1Ynothing to do with the columbium addition.
There arc several ways of adding columbium to the .mo lten steel.
The columbium yie Id
will vary depending
upon the adding method
It is our experience
used and ranges 50-9!5Y0.
that the highest r~covery of a columbium addition will occur on adding the alloylng m~tal
(for instance
P@ions

-.

ab~ve-ment~oned
ranges wc
attention
to the followlng
tlhree
mainly differ from each other
the carbon contents:

as ferrocolumblum)
of ferrocolumbium,

to the mold.
each

being,

for

_..._.-.

8
Instance,
10% of the total addltlon,
may be
thrown into Lhe mold and will give a yield of
60-70Yo.
Another way of adding ferrocolumbium
is an injechon
method, which we have devel–
oped and which we have found will give the
highesi yield,
90-95~0.
According to ths
method a rather fim+-grained
powder (average
grain size about 2 mm) is blown into the steel
stream by means of equipment
shown in Fig. 8.
This method IS of course not only connected
with columblum additions
but with any addition
of micro -alloying
elements,
which OH the whole
can be added at th~s stage of the process .

T-T
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This has been shown by means of radioactive
isotopes
and, of course,
also by means of
more convent~onal
Investigation
methods such
as analyzing
different
parts of steel plates and
‘testing the mechan~cal
properties
of the plates
accordingly.
Another advantzge
connec~ed with addition
to the mold is that in case of great heat weights
orIly a selected
part of the ingots have to be
produced as micro-alloy
steels,
while the rest
of the charge may be used for other purposes .
On using this principle
for producing
ingots
of the same basic heat with various additions
of micro -alloying
metals,
the composition
of
the steel in the ladle should of course correspond ‘LO an ordinary structural
steel,
a carbon
sl’eel or a carbon+rhanganese
steel,
i ,e, a ship
S~nce the columbium addition to a steel
steel.
calls for cer~aln composition
limits of ‘the elements In the base composition
of the steel in
the ladle, there will always be a possibility
to
stop the addition of the micro -alloying
element
in case the composition
requirements
of the
base steel have no; been met when the steel
has been tapped lnzo the ladle.
M so, the base
steel can still be used provided that it corresponds to the r~qu~rements
of an ordinary struc–
tural steel and will then be used for ingots of
tkus type.
Our Investigations
have also covered stud~es of different
ingot sizes and types . We
have found no s~gnificant
difference
concern~ng
the properties
of the columblum steel,
which
can be said to depend on these factors.

F1.G. S . ARmlNGEMENT FOR INJECTION INTO
THE MOULD OF A COLUMBIUM CONTAINING
POWDER, NORMALLY FERRO-GOLUMBIUM . THE
POWDER IS BLOWN INTO THE STEEL STREAM ON
CASTING AN INGOT. FROM NITROGEN OR ARGON
CONTAINERS (11 )THE GAS WILL UNDER PRESSURE
BLOW TI-IE POWDER IN THE FERRO-COLUMBIWM
CONTAINERS (1 O)TO A SMALL DIAMETER STEEL
TUBE (5), WHICH IS APPLIED ON THE LADLE SO
THAT THE POWDER ST REAM WILL ALWAYS BE
DIRECTED ON THE STEEL STREAM DURING THE
CASTING.

It might further be of interest
that colum!murn-cdntainlng
scrap w1ll give off its columblum contents
to the slag on re-melting.
The
process
of oxidation
seems to run to a very low
content of columbium in the molten steel,
the
distribution
ratio of columbium in s lag/columbium in steel being 200-300/1
under s’crongly
oxidizing
conditions
. On re - cu-cu lating co lumbium-containing
slag to the blast furnace,
however, attention
should be g~ven to the possib~lity of gradually
increasing
columbiumcontents
In the plg iron caused by reduction
of
columblum–oxide.

Besides the higher recovery of the mlcroailoylng element used, this method has another
advantage–-the
distribution
of small addltmns
will be more even through an ingot series than
by any other method we hav~ investigated.

Our experience
of mechanical
treatment
is
hmited to slab and plate rolling.
The @&
rolhng has been performed without any particular precautions.
The heating temperature
before rolhng is normally lZ8i3-1300a C, The only

trouble that has occurred
In connection
with the
slab rolling is that on rather high columblum
additions,
resultlng
in columbium contents
of
05T0, the slabs
the steel In the order of 0.04-0.
may become rather brittle.
On surface condi~iorung of such slabs,
th~y have In some
CPSES broken In two due to brittle fracture
initiated
at some defect In the slab under the
influence
of the thm-mal stresses.
Such incl–
dents are of course exceptions.
The heating before plate rollinq is normally
czmned out at a temperature
of about 1200 “C
and the plate rolling is performed under controlled temperature
conditions
.12 These conditions normally imply 30% reduction
at a temperature
below 900 ‘C.
A great many other variables
of hot rolling
co fiditions have been lnve stlgated,
There does
not, however,
seem to be any need for further
restr~ctions,
but on the other hand, the amount
of reduct~on below 900 ‘C mentioned
above has
to be fulfilled
to ensure the desired properties
of the plates.

connection
with boron addltlons
to Ceritiln
steel types,
but generally
most of the m~cro–
alloying
elements
w-111rmt change ihe heat
treatment
conditions
of the base steel more
than some ~1 O‘C with regard to the & -l~vel.
BASIC PROPERTIES OF COLUMBIUM
VERSUS processing
VARIABLES

STEELS

The properties
of columblum
stee 1s described in this part of the report refer mainly
to the three compositions
given in Table 1 and
to surrounding
compositions
investigated
in
our research
work.
Properties

vs . Composition

A normal microstructure
of a columblum
steel (steel A, Table 1) In the hot-rolled
condition at a plale thickness
of 30 mm is shown
in Fig. 9. There lS not very much difference
in microstructure
a~ still higher plate thicknesses.

The lamination
tendency
of columbium
steel
plates does not seem to b~ stronger than for
ol-dinary carbon steels or carbon-manganese
steels.
On the other hand, there is a difference between a columbium-treated
steel and an
alumlnum-treated
one . Columbium has definitely not the same marked effect on the s lag
distribution
and the ferrite banding of the microstructure
as has alumlnum.
The same practice
as to ultrasonic
testing
of normal structural
steel plates can be applied
to the columblum
steels.
Plain carbon steels or carbon-manganese
steels with ,rmcro-alloylng
additions
of co lum bium are dehvered
either in the hot-rolled
condition up to a certain plat~ th~ckness
or after
rmrmahzing
.
The normalizing
treatment
does not distinctly differ from the same treatment
of plain carbon steels or carbon-manganese
steels . The
normahzl.ng
temperature
is about 900 ‘C but too
low a normahzing
temperature
seems to be more
ddrimental
for columbium steels than for unalloyed or manganese
alloy materials.
The heat treatment
practice
to be chosen is
in most cases practically
unchanged
by very
small additions
of alloylng elements.
The re
are exceptions,
of course,
for instance
in

.

FIG. 9. MICRO-STRUCTURE
OF A STEEL WIT I-I
THE COMPOSITION C 0..21Yo, S1 O. ll~o, Mn
1.397’0, Cb O. 056% IN THE AS-ROLL~D CONDI200 x
TION. GRAIN-SIZE ASTM 8.
The variations
in microstructure
by various
columbium addit~ons outside the range O. 005–
0. 05~0 has not yet been properly investigated
in our research
work.
Wlth~n the ment’loned
range, however,
no great variations
have been
observed
until now with the exception
of some–

10

what increased
ing columbium

grain-refinement
contents.

with increas-

The rnicroslag
types to be found in columbium-treated
steels are shown In Flg. 10. As

adequate
way by means of the electron
probe
X-ray micro-analysls.
Such investigations
have proved that calumbium is not evenly distr~ buted in the micro structure
after ro lhng.
A
columbium concaritration
WI1l always be found
at the grain boundaries,
and a higher columblum content in the pearh!e
than in the ferrite
has also been observed.
The columblum contents
of the grain boundary areas are normally about three times as
high as in ths ferrite.
IL is still rLot clear
whether this distribution
of columblum has any
importance
as to the properties
of the steel or
if it can be Influenced
by hot-rolllng
c~ndilions
or any other processing
variables,
etc.
It has
been observed,
ho-wever, that normalizing
will
result in a more even distribuhon.

FIG. 10. MICRO-STRUCTURE
OF A STEEL WITH
THE COMPOSITION C O.11~0, Si 0.02%, Mn
1 .ol~,, Cb 0.036 ~,, IN THE AS-ROLLED CONDITION, SHOWING TYPICAL SILICATE SLAG INCLUSIONS . GRAIN-SIZE ASTM 7-8.
PLATE THICK400X
NESS 30 mm.

,

~n ord~nary structural
steels,
the slag inclusions are of the sulphide type and the sil~By means of electron
probe X-ray
cate type.
micro-analysls,
however,
we have found that
the slhcate
Inclusions
may contain up to 2’7’0
This might call for a deox~datlon
columbium.
pracllce
that will guarantee
the smallest
POSslble amount of oxygen-containing
slag lnCluslorls .
The dlstrlbu!ion
of ————————
columblum carbides
in
the structure,
is difficult
to observe dmectly
in a normal light–microscope.
However,
at’
meihum magrmflcatlons
and proper etching,
lt
lS sometimes
poss~ble to observe particles
that
are probably such carbides,
and particularly
so
after having studied these preclpltatlons
in. the
electron
microscope.
Following
this approach,
they are more easily found in normal m~croScopy.
The distribution
of columblum in the m~crostructure
can further be ~nve stlgated
in a more

It seems mos ~ probable that the columb~um
distribution
is quite important.
However,
this
is a part of the ressarch
field still includlng
many unknowns
mwl calls for further lnvestl–
What we dare say today is, by our
gatlons.
experiences,
that on keep~ng the same processing
conditions
from time to t~me, the columbium distribution
will be found to be the
same in each case,
I.e, the dlst’ribu’hon of
c~lumbium lS probably strongly connected
with
the treatment
of the steel and will not vary ~ndependently
of Hlis from one heat to another.
The carbide d~strlbution
after normahzing
lS
evidently
a reasonable
explanation
of the corresponding
change in propetiles.
The Az - temperature
1s very slightly
increased
by columlmurn contents
m the order of
~.~Z-().~4qo.
Our ~nvestigations
have shown
thil such a columbium addition will raise this
critical
temperature
about 10 ‘C and “that a
further addition of the same amount of varLadium w1ll increase
As another 5 “C. From a practical po~nt of v~ew these changes
have no importance .
An increase
of the columbium contents
will
cause an increased
stability
aga]nst
spontane–
ous grain growth.
On overheating,
the temperature of sudden grtun growth will be found
around 11300bC, if 15~o coarsci-gra~ned
structure is taken as the criterion.
KLlled colum–
bium steels possess
a higher grain-growth
ternp~rature
and the dlfferer~ce between a killed
steel and a semiskilled one is about 50 ‘C,
The
grain-growth
tend,ency of columbium steels is
less drastic than for aluminum-treated
steels
of the same basic cornposihon
(Fig. 11-13) .
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FIG . 11. INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS COLUMBIUM
CONTENTS ON GRAIN GROWTH TENDENCY OF A
STEEL WITH THE BASIC COMPOSITION
C O. 17qo,
S1 O. 097’0, IVln 0.43% AND COLUMBIUM (NIOBI UM)CONTENTS
ACCORDING TO THE DIAGRAM.
Columbium additions
to a steel will lncrease the yield strenqth,
the sBlmSe_s_t~ngtt
and the ratio yle——
Id strenqth/ultlmate
strenath.
——
Up to columbium contents
of about O. OZ~O,
the Influence
on the properties
mentioned
ocA further increase
above
curs very strongly.
this columbium
level w1ll still slowly raise
the yield strength,
while the ultumate strength
does not seem to be markedly mHuenced.
This
1s the case up to about O. 107o columblum, While
further addlhons
up to about 0. ZO~Ocolumbium
will cause a continuous
shght decrease
in
ultlmate
strength--the
0-, /UU remaimng
almost
unchanged.
Our lnve st~gations
have Indicated
that, as
an example,
the yle ld strength/u
ltlmatc
strength raho, which for a certain ca.rbon–
manganese
steel is about O.60, will lncreasc
up to about 0.68 at an addit~on of 0 .005% columblum, up to 0.75 at 0.0170 columb~um,
but
up to
only up to 0, 77 at a further addltlon
O;0670 columbium.
Even lf the strongest
influence
of columbium on the y~eld strength apparently
occurs
already at contents
of the order of 0. 01% 1’L
seems from a practical
point of view to be
reasonable
to add an average content of O. OZ0.0307’0 in order to avoid a delmmental
lnfiuence of unavoidable
segregat].ons
on fullscale ingot production.
Apart from th~s direct lnfluencc
blum on yield s~reng,th and ultlmat~

90G

of colum s~~en9th~

FIG . 1~ . GRAIN GROWTH TENDENCY Or VARIOUS HEATS WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPOSITIONS (HEAT NUMBER INDICATED IN THE DIAGRAM BY THE FIGURES WITHIN THE CIRCLES):
Mn

m.L_S_L_
10
11
12
14
15

P
———
— s_

.10

.27

J.12

. 043

.13
.19
‘.1;
.16

.36
.07
.12
.29

0.89
1.17
0.86
1,09

. 041
.058
.067
. 064

.046
.046
.050
.044
.0.+5

cl)
0.z4
0.11
O.0~
0.10
0.11

THE OTHER FIGURES ALONG THE GFWN GROWTH
CURVES FOR THE DIFFERENT STEELS INDICATE
THE GRAIN SIZE NUMBER ACCORDING TO ASTM.
IT SHOULD BE OBSERVED THAT AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES THE MICRO-STRUCTURE CONSISTS
OF A MIXTURE OF FINE AND COARSE GFA1,NSAS
SHOWN BY THE ASTM NUMBERS ON EACI< SIDE
OF A CURVE.
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FIG 1.3. DIAGFAM SHOWING S PONTIANEOL”S
C+RAINGROWTH IN AN ALU MINUM-’TREATED
CARBON -MANGANESE STEEL WITIi C 0.13 ‘o
S“. 0.25%,
Mn 0 .957,.

any change of the basic composition
of the
steel w1ll cause a corresponding
change in
strength,
which means that in case of constant
columbium contents
the strength of the steel
may be changed in a normal way by changing
th~ carbon contents,
the manganese
contents,
The Influence
of columbium Is, in other
etc.
words, to be regarded
as one which is added
on the top of the normal strength of the base
alloy.
As a consequence
of increasing
the yield
strength by columbium adclimons there is a
corresponding
tendency
to decrease
the elonqation,
which,
however,
does not seem to be
critical
within rather wide limits.
There is also a change in unpact properties
to be observed,
following
the increase
of yield
In most of the literature
references
strength.
to be found concerning
the influence
of columblum on steel It is claimed ihat the impact
proper~les
of columbium
steels are good and in
many cases improved in relation
to columbium–
I think I dare say that our invefree s~eels.
stigations have covered enough impact studies
to state that this is defirntely
not true regarding columbium-treated
plain carbon steels and
carbon-manganese
steels in the hot-rolled
IT might be true regarding
some
condition.
cases of normahztd
or quenched-and–tempered
conditions
and it is defirntely
true concerning
columbium-treated
low-alloy
Hardened and
tempered
steels.
In the latter case,
however,
it occurs as a conseq~ence
of columbium additiops in the order of 0.20-0 .40!70.
AS to the columbium-treated
carbon steels
and the correspond~ng
carbon-manganese
steels
this statement
does not mean that the impact
Properties
are very poor.
I only claim that an
improvement
hardly occurs because
of a co lum blum addition
orIly and already this statement
might be an understatement.
Properties

vs.

Rollinq

Conditions

The influence
of rolling conditlon~
on the
micros’nwcture
of columbium
steels 1s much the
same as on aluminum-treated
stee 1s. On controlled rolling a more f~rw-grained
structure
to ferrite
will form and a certain tendency
banding may accordingly
appear.
This ferrite
banding,
however,
is not much pronounced
even If the flrushing
temperature
on rolhng is
lowered very much.
In this respect
the difference between columbium
stee Is and aluminumtreated
steels is obvious.

...—

..— —.

The strongest
influence
of rolling conditions will be found on the mechanical
properties and, particularly,
with regard to the impact values of the steel.
Our research
work has covered a great
many variables
In connection
with hot rolling.
No significant
effects
have been observed
as
to reasonable
changes
~n heating temperatures
before rolhng,
various cooling rates immediately after rolhng or various temperatures
on
levelling
the plates after rolling.
Nor have
mor~ complicated
pr~scriptions
for controlled
rolling resulted
in properties,
wh~ch deviate
from the properties
gained by a normal controlled rolling,
~.& . a certain reduct~on below
Varlatlons
wlthln a
a certain temperature.
wider heat~ng rang=, e .g. 100 “C, before
rol, hng, however,
-will result in rather strong
effects on mechan~cal
properties.
Regarding the ultlmate
strength of a columbiu.n steel the finishing
temperature
on hot
rolling has only a very small Influence
and, as
a consequence
of what has Eeen said above
concerrung
coohng rates after hot-rolling,
etc. ,
the Influence
of plate thickness
on the ult~mate strength is fcr the same reason limited lf,
on the whole,
It czn be observed.
The
viously
ture on
duction

yi~ld strength,
however,
1s more obinfluenced
by the finishing
temperarolling and also by the degree of rebelow a certain temperature.

We have found that there seems 10 be an
opt~mum concerning
the ~mpact strength
level
around a f~nishing temperature
of 830 ‘C.
It can also be shown that the ratio yield
strenglh/ulhma&
strength will Increase
on ln–
creasing
reduction
below 900 “C. Hence th~sratlo will c,~ver the range 0. 74–O. 78 by increasing
the degree of reduction
below 900 “C
from 3070 to 70%, as far as our investigations
have shown.
For normal hot rolling,
i.e.
vmthaut attention
to any co ntl-o lled co ndltions,
the same ratio will bs in the order of 0.670.72 depending
on p~ate thickness
.
In other words, the finishing
temperature
will have roughly the same influence
on columblum-treat~d
steels as on columblum-free
steels of the same basic composihon
although
we feel that the columblum–free
steels may
show a little stronger effect by varying ho”!rolling cond~t~ons than do the columbium–

—

‘created ones.
The particular
effect of the columbium addition,
on the other hand, will naturally
cause
higher absolute
values of yield strength/u
ltlmate strerigth over the whole line of hot-rolling
variables.
The +nqation
is obviously
strongly related to the streng”th of the steel.
Elongation
values could only be compared provided the
strength in various cases is about the same.
Approximate ly ultimate
strenqth x e lonqat~on
is constant.
This is a rather well-known
expression
bu~ it is unclear within which range it
is valid.
In our investigations
we have used
the @xpression yield strength x elofiqation,
which at constant
yield strength/ultimate
strength will imply the same as the previously
mentioned
one.
We have called field strength x elongation
(kg/mm’ x 6,%) the Q-value.
This Q-value
will normally vary between 960 and 1190 with
an average value of 1080 If calculat~d
on the
basis of our investigation
results.
Within a
certain heat, however,
the scattering
is less
than the range me rmioned.
The reason why, on the whole, the Q-value
will vary is for the present unknown to us.
A
Q-value
of minimum 1000 is for most purposes
demanded in our production
as a reasonable
relationship
between yield strength and elongation.
For a columbium-treated
steel the Q-value
is higher than for a corresponding
columbiumfree steel, while ultimate
strength x elongation
is somewhat
lower for the columbium steel.
For a certain yield strength,
columbiumtreated
stee 1s have a better elongation
t hari
corresponding
columbium–free
steels and viceversa if the ultimate
strength is kept constant.
No relation
between ultimate
strength x
elongation
and hot-rolling
conditions
(including
heating conditions
before rolling) has been
found, although
such a relationship
might exist
between the Q-value
and the rolling conditions.
This is still being investigated.
The impact properties
0$ a columbium steel
are strong ly depending
on hot-rolling
conditiory.
Our investigations
have given a great

many results
concerting
the variation
of impact re.wstance
w~th respect
to controlledrolling conditions
used.
The y can be summarized as follows:
1. The impact resistance
of a columbium steel
in the hot-rolled
condition
is, whatever
the
rolhng conditions
may have been, lnferlor to
an unalloyed
or manganese-alloy
steel of
corre spondlng
basic compo s.ition.
2. The impact resistance
of a columbian
steel
is strongly influenced
by decreasing
finishing
temperature
on hot-rolhng
and by increasing
the degree of reduction
be low the control ‘temperature
chosen.
3. The effect of lowering the finishing
hotrolling temperature
is very pronounced
down to
8000C.
A further temperature
decrease
wi 11
not, however,
lead to a corresponding
improvement of the impact resistance.
In principle
the
same is true down to a certain degree Of reduction below the finishing
temperature.
Our
investigations
have shown “that 30% reduction
below 900 ‘C will give a marked effect whil~
further increase
of the reduction
below the
chosen control temperature
will not lead to a
corre spending
Improvement.
4. Besides the influence
of hot-rolling
conditions,
the impact resistance
of a columbium
steel is, of course,
also dependent
on the
steel composition
and further on the deoxidation practice.
Hence the impact strength of a
sihcon-killed
columbium
steel IS better than
that of a semiskilled steel, but still inferior to
that of a corresponding
aluminum-treated
one.
Between these three steel types the difference
in lower transition
temperatures
on Charp y Vnotch testing is about 10 ‘C.
Concerning
the standard
deviation
of various basic mechanical
propetiies
of columbium
steels with reference
to a continuous
production of this steel type and the standard
deviation of a certain heat of a columbium steel
respective
ly, there does not seem to be a more
pronounced
one than for ordinary structura 1
steels.
In other words scatter read~ngs on
mechanical
testing
of columbium steels have
not been found to be caused by the columbium
addition
as such but is rather a consequence
of variations
caused by the basic composition.
There is a systematic
decrease
in yield
strength from the top end of the ingots to the
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Imttom end; but this is also
structural
steel ingots.
Properties

vs.

true for ordinary

superior to the impact values of a corresponding columbium-free,
normalized
steel or even
a normalized
alurmnurn-treated
one.

Heat Treatment

A great many investigations
concerning
heat-treatment
conditions
in connection
with
normalizing
have been performed
(Fig. 14).

4, Normalizing
will
not very strongly.

improve

the Q-value

but

In tonne ction with the heat-treatment
investigations
the properties
of columblum
steels
after hardening
and subsequent
tempering
have
also been studied.
This part of our investigations
has, however,
until now covered only
a small part of what we intend to do and it
might be a Utt le early to draw any conciu sioms.
A co hmhium-carbide
precipitation
with its
maximum around 550-600 ‘G can, however,
be
reported
(Fig. 15) after solution treatment
at
sufficiently
high temperature,
e.g.
lz50 “c.
The susceptibility
to aging is genera~ly
less for a columbium
steel as compared with a
corresponding
columbium-free
steel.
In most cases columbium steels are, In
the normalized
condition,
as good as corresponding alumlnum steels,
and a good deal of
our recent investigations
have proved the aging
tendency
of columbium steels to be less
pronounced
than ‘chat of normal
aluminum steels.

FIG . 14. NIICRO-STRUCTURE OF THE SAME
STEEL AS IN FIG. 10 AFTER NORMALIZING.
IT
IS TYPIGW FOR A COLUMBIUM MICRO-ALLOY
STEEL THAT THE GRAIN SIZE IN THE NORMALIZED CONDITION VARIES CONSIDERABLY.
400X
GWJN-SIZE ASTM 8-10.

The & -temperature
of columbium
steels discussed ~n this paper is 840-850° C. The norrealizing
temperature
is generally
900-920 “C.
Without going into details
the heat-treatment
investigations
can h summarized
as follows:
will decrease
the ultimate
1. Normalizing
strength to a level, which is 1-2 kg/mm2
(1409-2800
psi) higher than the ultimate
strerigth of a corresponding
columbium-free
stee 1, independently
of hot-rolling
conditions.
2. Normalizing
will reduce yield strength/
ultimate
strength ratio to about O. 70,

of
3. The impact properties
blum steels will increase
in
same steel in the hot-ro~led
in most cases ,become quite

normalized
columrelation to the
condition
and WIII
comparable
with or

fine-gained

THREE POSTULATES
1. The function
stability
of a weldsd structure depends on the frequency
and types of defects in the welded joints ,’~’
2.

It is unrealistic
to believe that a welded
structure
of any importance
Is completely
free
from defects
in its welded joints.
3. Ml precautions
taken in connection
with
welding have the aim to decrease,
In one way
or another,
the leve 1 of welding stresses
and/
or to prevent the occurrence
of injurious
microstructure
formations
wh~ch may increase
a dangerous influence
of appearing
defects.
I am qu~te convinced
that these
are valid.
If so, the consequence
every catastrophic
_
service.— failure,
have occurred
In a. we lded structure
————.——
—
—
xcWeld metal + surrounding
heat~ffe
zones and parts
welding
stresses.

POstulates
will be that
known to
~_mu
. st

under the influence

cted
of

15
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embrittlement
in the we Id or the
zone of the stee 1.

4. Normal brittle behavior of the weld or the
steel below a characteristic
critical
temperature and under severe stress conditions,
e , g.
residual

welding

stresses.

5. Ernbritt lement due to mi ro structure
instabi~ity of the weld or the ste $ I at low and medium temperatures.
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FIG . 15. DIAGRAM SHOWING HARDNESS VS
TEMPERING TEMPERATURE OF STEEL C IN
TABLE 1 AFTER AIR-COOLING FROM 900°G AND
1250”G RESPECTIVELY. AFTER SOLUTION
TREATMENT AT SUFFICIENTLY HIGH TEMPERATURE A MARKED COLUMBIUM CARBIDE PRECIPITATION WILL APPEAR AFTER TEMPERING
AROUND 550-600”c
.
have oria~nated
from a defect in a welded
j@nt
wh~ch have been
—. under circumstances
critical with respect
to temperature
and stress
—
conditions.
So far as I know nobody
prove that this 1s not true.

has been

able to

In the following
part of th~s report some
special
properties
of columbium
steels in connection with welding te chno logy wi 11 bs described.
Before that the seven groups of
factors to be observed
in connection
with
weldability
investigations
as to detrimental
changes
should ke repeated:
weld cracking
1. bngituclinal
cracks or “hot cracks”).
Transversal
weld cracking
cracks or “cooling cracks”).

2.

(solidification

(shrinkage

due to microstructure
instaor the steel at high tempera-

7.
Decrease
of corrosion
and oxidation
resistance of the weld or the steel due to residual
welding stresses
and/or certain microstructure
formations.

SpEGIAL properties
OF COLUMBIUM
VS. WELDING TECHNOLOGY

STEELS

Having now described,
in a summarized
form, the basic properties
of columbium-alloy
steels vs. processing
variables
I ought tO turn
back to the we ldab~ lity problems
tonne cted
with this type of steel and de scribe how columbium-alloy
structural
steels will react and
should be regarded
in connection
with welding
te chno log y.
Welding technology
does not only include
what is generally
called weldability
problems
but also problems
caused by cutt~~
and fgr~ing operations,
_
“choice
of filler ——.
materials
and
—
determination
of suitable preheating
or poflheating temperatures,
if such precautions
are
necessary
in certain cases.
A successful
handling of these problems and avoiding
the
detrimental
effects,
which may arise from the
metallurgical
reactions
during the weldln~,
is
a requirement
to be fulfllled
in order to offer a
high degree of function
stabihty
to a welded
joint In the steel.
Concerning
columbium steels of the type
discussed
here, one WI1l not meet any particular problems,
so far as I know, with regard to
cutting,
forming operations
and choice of filler
materials.
There is a difference,
of course,
between
plain carbon steels or carbon-manganese
stee 1s
and the co,lumbium-alloy
steels respectively

caused by the higher strength of the latter.
But filler materials,
which must not necessarily
or not even preferably
be columblum-alloy
materials,
can easily be found as they have corre spending
strength
propertles.
Provided

the equipment

used

for forming

can be applied to steels with higher strength,
di :t~culties
which may arise are of the same
type as will, occur for unalloyed
or manganeseDuring our investigations
no
alloy steels.
serious tro ubl~s have appeared
according
to the
factors mentioned,
which could not have occurred in columbium-free
steels as well.
It has previously
been mentioned
that there
are seven main groups of metallurgical
phenomena to be particularly
studied in connection
with we ldability
investigations
and that certain
detrimental
changes may be expected
under
circumstances
as a consequence
of these metallurgical
reactions.
Columbium as a micro-alloylng
element in
a structural
steel does not seem to co~tribute
to either longitudinal
or transversal
weld
In these respects
a columbium-alloy
cracking.
steel will react as a corresponding
plain carbon or carbon-manganese
steel.
For example,
the main reason for hotcracking in welds IS too high carbon contents
Neither an advanand/or sulphur conte~ts.
tage, nor a disadvantage
of a small columbium
addition
has been found.
In the same way transversal
weld cracking
is a problem connected
with the weld metal
quality and the shrinkage-stress
conditions
Small columbium additions
to
during we Ming.
the weld metal from the molten steel does not
seem to have any practical
importance.
There is no obvious reason to expect that
columbium in the steel will contribute
to a
decrease
of the corrosion
and oxidation
resistance
of the parts of the base metal surrounding welds in such a steel.
This is, on
the other hand, a part of the we ldability
research,
which has not yet been investigated
in our work.
More intere sting parts of our we ldability
investigations
refer to the risk of hardeninq
em brittleme nt in the transformation
zones of a
columbium steel adjacent
to a weld, to the
risk of initiation
of brittle failures
in or a-

round welded joints In columbium stee 1s and to
the possible
change in properties,
which such
a steel may undergo because
of thermal insta~
during heating tO medium or high temperatures
during or after welding,
On rapid heating and cooling,
as during
welding,
a rather pronounced
effect of columThis can be shown by
bium can be observed.
means of a special weld-hardening
test based
upon high-frequency
induction
heating of test
bars, whereby the heating and coo ling cycles
on welding can be reproduced.1
Since there is no welding included
in this
type of hardenabi lit y te sting, which is briefly
described
in Appendix A, the testing
conditions
are from time to time kept very strictly.
It is we n-known
that hardenabi li~ y cliagrams as they appear on Jominy testing
have
been used for quite a few years in order to
datermine
welding conditions
for various stee 1
types.
The induction-heated
we id-hardening
‘cest mentioned
wi 11 offer a hardenabi lit y curve
for the steel,
which can be used in the same
way and which has been developed
so that the
same tables as for the Jominy hardenability
diagrams” can be used for calculations
of welding conditions--but
with the important
difference that ‘the heating and coo ling conditions
on welding can be simulated
in a far better
way.
Provided that the steel to be tested does
not contain any alloying elements
forming carbides, which very slowly will be brought into
the Jorniny test
solution on austenitization
could be used as well.
However,
as soon as
slowly dissolving
micro structural
e Iements
occur,
such as carbides
of strong carbide
formers,
the Jominy curve will not offer a true
picture of the hardenabi li’cy of a heat-affected
zone close to a weld.
The induction-heated
we Id-hardening
test,
which was developed
akout ten years ago, has
proved to be very useful for the determination
of slight differences
in hardenabi lit y of various
Figure 16 shows a hardenstructural
steels.
ability curve received
by the inductionThis curve should be comhardening
test.
pared with the curve in Fig. 17 for a corresponding carbon-manganese
stee 1 without columbium addition.
It is evident

that

an advantage

has been
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FIG . 16. NWH HARL)ENABILITY DIAGRAM FOR
A CARBON-MANGANESE STEEL WITH A COLUMBIUM MICRO-ALLOY ADDITION . IN SPITE OF
A YIELD STRENGTH, WHICH IS z~-3070 HIGHER THAN THAT OF THE CARBON-MANGANESE
STEEL IN THE NEXT FIGURE, THE HARDENABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH WELDING CAN
BE KEPT MUCH LESS BECAUSE OF LOWER MANGANESE CONTENTS . SEE ALSO THE DIAGRAM
IN APPENDIX C , WHICH SHOWS THE ADVANTAGE OF CHOOSING A HIGH STRENGTH MICROALLOY STEEL INSTEAD OF A NORMAL CARBONMANGANESE STEEL WITH RESPECT TO THE
HARDENING RISK IN THE HEAT-AFFECTED
ZONES ADJACENT TO WELDS.
gained by alloylng the steel with a small amount of c>lumbiu.m if a rapid heating is applied.
Consequently
columb~um steels must in
this respect
be regarded
as having improved
weldability
In relatlon
to their strength.
The slow rate

by which

co Iumbium

carbides

may go into so luhon in & austenlte
does not
occur to me as a probable explanation
of this
behavior of a columbium
steel.
Still the austenite in a heat-affected
zone in a columbium
s~eel is probably
lower in carbon Lhafl in the
steel according
to the actual composition
and
the crltlcal
cooling rate of such an austenite
However,
the columblum
will become higher.
contents
are indeed not sufficient
to form any
appreciable
amount of columbium carbides.
I
fe~l that’ columbium rather may form an essential part of the cementite
but we have not ba~n
On the other hand, the
able to prove this, yet.

FIG . ~7. NWH HARDENABILITY DIAGRAM FOR
A CARBON-MANGANESE STEEL WITH CARBON
AND MANGANESE CONTENTS CLOSE TO THE
UPPER L1MIT OF WHAT IS NORMALLY PERMIT TED WITH RESPECT TO WELDABILITY AND STILL
A MUCH LOWER YIELD STRENGTH THAN THE
STEEL REPRESENTED IN THE FOREGOING
DIAGRAM .
columbium influenc~
orI the cementi~e formation
and localiza~ion
is pronounced.
The pearhte
will precipitate
in an abnormal shape; the ce mentite appears to a certa~n extent in the grain
boundaries
and 1s rather coarse.
Finally,
by
means of X-ray probe m~cro-analysis
it has
been shown that the ratio of columbium contents In the grain boundaries,
in the pearlite
and In the ferrite are in the relatlve
amounts of
about 3–1 1/2–1.
“De tendency
to brittle fracture in a co lumbium steel in corm~ction
with w=ldinq will offer
much of lnleres’!.
It can be shown and has already been said previously
in this paper that
the lmpac~ strength vs. temperature
of a columbium steel is generally
not better and, as
rolled,
rather worse than what can be expecL’ed
regarding
a corresponding
stee 1 without columbium.
Hence one could easily be tempted to
state,
from this point of view, that columb~um
steels are normally infsrior to the corresponding
unalloyed
or manganese-alloy
ones.
This impression
1s no doubt obtained
If the
brittle-fracture
tendency
is determined
only by
means of impact testing of the unwelded
steel.
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The question
is however,
clude welding from such

if it is correct
a testing.

to exK( kgm/cm2

In most cases it is done so because
nobody, so far as I know, has been able to show
that any remarkable
improvements
can be gained
by the heat-influence
of welding as to the safet y against
brittle fracture of a stee 1. It is rather a rule (or at least believed
to be a rule) that
the heat-affected
parts of a base metal are inferior to the unaffected
steel in this respect.

20
normalized

15

h.—.~
-----

4

Figures 18-19 show quite normal impact
curves of a columbium steel in the hot-rolled
and normalized
conditions
respective
ly. The re
is nothing abnormal in the curve referring to the
normalized
condition
and in this case the steel
W,

kgm/cm

2
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18 AFTER NORMALIZING.
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FIG . 18. CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT CURWS
FOR 30 mm STEEL C IN TABLE 1 IN THE ASROLLED CONDITION (BLACK DOTS )AND FOR A
CORRESPONDING CARBON-MANGANESE STEEL
WITHOUT COLUMBIUM ADDITION BUT STILL
IN THE AS-ROLLED CONDITION AND WITH THE
SAME PLATE THICKNESS .
has a good chance to withstand
severe stress
conditions
caused by sharp notches even at
rather low temperatures.
The hot-ro Iled condition of the steel,
however,
does not create
any happy fee lings even if there are lots of columbium-free
stee 1s with roughly the same !orittle fracture tendency
already at high temperature S.
It has previously
been said a few words
about the aging susceptibility
of columbium
steels.

The aging reaction
in a columbium steel
may occur already on rapid heating in connection with plastic
deformation
as, for instance,,
in a zone at a certain distance
from a weld.
A
decreasing
impact strength in such parts of a
columbium-alloy
base metal is shown in Fig.
‘This is neither worse
nor better than what
20.
is to be found for most structural
steels.
However,
on ‘cesting a co Iumbium steel by
the NC-testing
method (Ap~endix B) quite another picture of the brittle fracture tendency
will appear.
This is shown in the diagrams of
The two df.agrams represent
exFig. 21-22.
amples of the hot-rolled
and the normalized
candition
respectively.
It can be seen that
the transition
temperature
is very low indeed,
in bcth cases abaut -l DO”
C.
In spite of the sharp notch attack from a
natural weld crack it has been impossible
to
cause a fracture in a test bar above -100 “C at
nomina 1 loads below the yie Id strength
leve 1 of
the steel,
i.e. the nomina 1 yield strength
measured
on unnotched
test bars.
This is the
same yield strength level as measured
by
means of welded test bars above the intersection point between the yie Id strength curve
and the curve of the so-called
nominal cleavage strength.
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FIG. 20, IMPACT STRENGTH ACCORDING TO CHARPY V-NOTCH TESTING AT O“G IN AND AROUND
A WELDED JOINT IN A HALF INCH STEEL OF THE TYPE B IN TABLE I (AUTOMATIC WELDING LEFT,
MANUAL WELDING RIGHT) . THE STEEL WAS IN THE AS-ROLLED CONDITION AND A SLIGHT DECREASE IN IMPACT STRENGTH CAN BE OBSERVED AT A DISTANCE OF 5-15 mm FROM THE FUSION
LINE. THE TWO MINIMA WITH A MAXIMUM IN IMPACT STRENGTH IN BETWEEN ON AUTOMATIC
WELDING AS WELL AS ON MANUAL WELDING HAVE BEEN REPRODUCED FREQUENTLY BUT ARE NOT
YET FULLY EXPLAINED.
HOWEVER, THE MINIMUM AT A DISTANCE BETWEEN 5-10 mm FROM THE
FUSION LINE IS PROBABLY CAUSED BY AN AGING REACTION BUT THE OTHER ONE MAY HAVE ANOTHER REASON.
IT SHOULD FURTHER BE NOTED THAT AS EXPECTED THE IMPACT STRENGTH OF THE
WELD METAL OF THE AUTOMATIC WELD IS FAR LOWER THAN IN THE MANUAL WELD, BUT FURTHER
THAT A PRONOUNCED NLWIMUM IN IMPACT STRENGTH APPEARS CLOSE TO THE FUSION LINE IN
BOTH CASES . THIS MWIMUM IS ALSO REPRODUCIBLE AND WILL BE EXPLAINED BY THE FIG. 2125. THE DIAGRAMS ARE TAKEN FROM AN UNPUBLISHED INVESTIGATION BY B . FLMVISHAGE
, A COWORKER OF THE AUTHOR.

It will further be observed
that at very low
temperatures,
about -200 ‘C, the norrunal
cleavage
strength of this columbium
steel (as
well as of other corresponding
columbiumalloy steels)
is still surprisingly
high, about
20 kg/mm2 (28, 500 psi).
At this temperature
one will find the intersection
between the conventions 1 curves for ultimate
strength
and
yield strength.
Consequently,
and according
to the interpretation
of the NC-testing
results,
this will simp~y imply that the stress
level
necessary
for the propagation
of an initiated
brittle fracture
is 0[ the same order of

magnitude,
i,e.
about 20 kgimmz . Th~s is
higher than for most other structural
steels and
definitely
higher for columbium steels than for
any other structural
steel with a corresponding
yield strength as far as our investigations
have
shown.
However,
a great many NC-testing
investigations
have been performed and in all cases
there is a very good relationship
between the
temperature
for the intersection
of the NCcurve and the nominal yield strength
curve on
one side and the critical
impact level on
Charpy V-notch testing
on the other.
The lat-
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THE

ter is defined as the lower chbnge of the impact
curve at an impact value of about 1.5 kgm/cm2
(9ft-lbs) .
Even if it sounds pecuhar
a possible
explanation could of course be that the columbiumalloy steel for some reason does not react as
other steel types on NC-tes”tlng.
In other
words,
the NC-testing
method should perhaps
not on the whole have been developed
and
used.
I can already hear how many of my colleagues WI1l heartily
agree with this opinion.
Still there is another and more reasonable
explanation.
It IS necessary
to bear in mind that even if
the NC-testing
has been developed
as a brittle
fracture testing method it is primarily a weldabi lit y te sting method with regard to Im-ittle
fracture.
The NC-test
bar is evidently
simulating
a
welded joint in a steel and the idea behind
this testing
principle
is that the steel surrounding the welds is being attacked
by sharp
notches
In the form of natural cracks in the
welds during the testing .s Should it be so
that the stee 1 has not undergone
any ~mportant
change in properties
around the welds the
testing
results will of course give a picture of
the brittle fracture tendency
of the more or less
unaffected
stee 1. Were it so on the other hand
that a certain stee 1 under the influence
of the
heat input from the welding is strong Iy affected that the occurr~d changes w1ll have an importance
concerning
the brittle fracture tend-.
ency, in one direction
or another,
then this
would be disclosed
by the NC-test
bar.
I have studied thousands
of results
on
NC-testing
and I must confess
that generally
there is practically
no influence
of such an
importance
such that one can talk about an
obvious difference
between the behavior of
the unwelded
and the welded steel.
This might
sound surprising
but it is still a fact.
I must also admit that I got very astonished,
indeed,
when I compared the NC-testing
results
for the columbium
steels with the corresponding
Charp y V-not ch curves.
However,
without any
doubt it was impossible
to initiate
a true brittle fracture
be low the nomina 1 yield strength
at temperatures
above -100 ‘C.
Still the NC–
diagrams obtained
appeared
quite normal with a
falling NC-curve
(along a straight
line in the
logarithmic
stress
scale) below the transition
temperature
mentioned.
Therefore
some good

reason

for this

behavior

of the steel

must exist.

From various other investigations
we were
performing
at the same time two probable explanations,
rather closely
connected
with each
other, appeared.
On NC-testing
in general it is well-known
that even if a zone rather close to the weld
will become normalized
by the heat influence
from the welding,
this zone is too narrow to
have any pronounced
influence
on the safety
against
brittle fracture of a NC-test
bar.
However, would this normalized
zone have been a
httle wider,
an increased
resistance
against
brittle fracture would immediate 1y be observed.
The re suits would probably have become something similar to what has been observed
on NCtesting
of columbium-alloy
steels.
However,
a normalized
zone alone will
never be a complete explanation
of the behavior
of the columblum
steels.
It has rather been
shown that on welding
such steels a comparative ly wide zone with increa s~d brittle fracture
resistance
will appear surrounding
the weld.
The background

is the fo Uowlng

inve stiga-

tion:
On heating a columbium
steel up to 800 ‘C
or higher,
a more or less pronounced
normalization effect will occur in a quite normal way.
Around 900 ‘C it seems the normalizing
effect
has reached
an optimum with regard to the ductility of the steel.
Further,
however,
we have found that on
. simultaneous
plastic
deformation
of the steel at
elevated
temperatures
the steel can be still
more improved according
to, for instance,
impact properties,
and this is not only limited to
a rather narrow temperature
range.
Our investigations,
invo lvlng a certain
plastic
deformation
at temperatures
from 7500 C
up to 1000 “C, have shown that a marked improvement
of the impact strength and a still
more pronounced
decrease
of transition
temperature wi 11 have occurred
after deformation
and heating at 800° C.
The opt~mum of the improvements
gained
seems to accur in the temperature
range of
850-900” C.
It is well-known,
of course,
that around a
weld a plastic
deformation,
which certainly
Consecannot be neglected,
wjl~ ‘cake place.
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GI-IARPY V-NOTCH TRANSITION CURVES FOR THE SAME STEEL AS IN FIG. ~~ AND 24 IN THE ASROLLED CONDITION (RIGHT ) AND AFTER 10~0 PLASTIC DEFORMATION AT 850° C FOLLOWED BY AIRCOOLING.
THE DECREASE OF THE LOWER TRANSITION TEMPERATURE HAS A GOOD CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LOWER Transition
TEMPERATURE ON NC -TESTING.
A SIMILAR PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE WELDING OF THE EDGES OF THE NC TEST BAN CAN BE EXPECTED IN THE HEAT-AFFECTED ZONES .
a n.zwquently it can be expected
that fiot only
row normahzed
zone with good Impact properties but a rather wide zone w~th still better impact properties
will bs surrounding
a weld in a
columbium-alloy
steel.

Th~ results
of this investigation
are exempllf~ed by F~g. 23-25.
It will be seen that
transition
temperatures
of the same size of
order as observed
on NC-testing
have been
found.
Further,
and closely
connected
to the
above-mentioned
experiments
at h~gher temperatures,
we have also found that a rather
strong u-nprovement of columblum
steels can
bs realized
after tempering
the steel at 550600 “C. This WI1l still broaden the “safe”
zone around a weld in th~s steel.
The discovery
of this particular
behavior
of columb~um steels offers indeed an improvement regarding
the weldabllity
of this matema~
type.
It also underlines
that brittle-fracture
testing with regard to welding technology
~s
not a~ways attained
if the effect of welding is
not included
in the testing
method.
In other
words, the NC-testing
method might be able
to offer at least some sort of useful information about the funct~on stabihty
of welds in
steel with resp~ct to the brittle fracture tend-

ency, particularly
since the te sting method is
based upon the most severe defects to be found
regarding
brittle fracture initiation
in welds,
namely transversal
weld cracking,
which is
d~re ctly attacking
the transformation
zone of
the base metal.
There 1s another advantage
connected
with
columbium steels ~n welding technology.
During recent years it has been shown by
means of investigations
in various countries
that many steels used for welded structure
w~ll
undergo a certa~~ em brittle rnent durirm stressreheving
treatments
at temperatures
around
600QC.
So far as I know this phenomenon
was
in Germany related to low-carbon
highmanganese
steels.
We have been able to confirm these re suits but WD are not willing to
underline
the danger of such an em brltllement
so strongly as have some German investigators
done, and we d> not correlate
it with hlghmanganese
contents.
Apart from this difference
in opinion we
have been able to show that even if a carbonmanganese
steel or a plaln cm-bon steel may
suffer from such an em brittlement
tendency,
the phenomenon
can be very strongly pronounced in certain low-alloy
steels.
This is due to
changes in the carbon distribut~on
and partic-
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ularly to carbon concentrations
concentrations)
along subgrain

(not carbide
boundaries.
z

The columblum steels,
which we have investigated,
have of course been subject to
corresponding
irumstigations.
It iS quite evident that they have no tendency
to temper embrittlement
at stress-relieving
temperatures.
Further,
on comparing a series of plain carbon
,~teels,
C- Mn-steels
and corresponding
aluminum- and columbium-treated
steels 13 it
appears ‘chat the contents
of soluble aluminum
may be the main cause of the em brittlement
on
stress -reheving
rather than high-manganese
contents,
and that a columbium
addition will
inhibit this effect almost comp~etely.
For
example,
the Charpy V-notch ZO ft-lbs leve 1
was raised after anneahng
24 hrs at 650-700” C
in the order of 30-40 “C, depending
on soluble
aluminum contents,
but not at all for columbium steels.
As was shortly mentioned
previously,
there is rather an improvement
in
ductility
after annealing
columbium
steels at
suitable
temperatures
in the range of a normal
stress -reheving
treatment.
This is still an ad–
vantage from the welding technology
point of
view.
To summarize,
columbium
steels,
in which
columbium has been added as a micro -alloying
element to a plain car.hon steel or a carbon~anqanese
steel,
have properties
which many
times are better from the we ldinq point of view
than what can be expected
after testinq
the unwelded steel.
This calls for an intensified
investigation
yroqram in order to co-nfirm such
a rather unusual behavior of a s’cructural steel.

steel

Still it sounds surprising
that a certain
type will not reach its best properties

until it has been subjected
to a series of treatments in connection
with welding,
which are in
most cases supposed
to impair the steel or,
under good conditions,
keep it practically
unchanged.
It is true that a suff~ciently
wide
experience
of columbium
steel in welding fabrication may still be failing,
but our experience
until now seems to have confirmed all what has
been said above in any respect.
APPLICATION OF COLUMBIUM
WELDING FABRICATION

STEELS TO

I shall not go deeply into what can be said
about columbium- stee 1 application
to welding
fabrication.
These steels
can without any
doubt be recommended
to be put’ into welding

technology.
There are still some investigations
to be
performed before we can fee 1 quite familiar
with this unusual type of material,
but still
columblum steels have already been used ~n
welding fabrication
of various kinds--the
most
well-known
probably being pipelines
for oil and
Hence lt would also be rather natural if
gas.
somebody would like to apply ‘the columbium
steels as structural
steels in a general meaning as to bridges,
house-building,
etc.
I also
fee 1 quite certain that it wi 11 not be long unti 1
they will appear in the pressure
vessel
fabrication.
So far as we can see now, two different
grades according
to yield strength may rather
easily be produced,
the minimum upper yield
strength of these grades being about 37 and
42 kg/mm2 . Without normalizing
the impact
properties
are today sufficient
up to 1/2 inch
plate thickness
and by using normalizing
or
other heat treatments,
for the pres@nt necessary above 1/2 inch plate thickness,
impact
Of these
grades can be guaranteed
properties
as for instance
20 ft-ibs at -30 “C/-4O ‘C. The
various properties
described
above have shown
that from the weldability
point of view the columbium steels may be regarded
as having at
least the same weldalmlity
as the corresponding
plain carbon steels and carbon-manganese
steels,
in some respects,
however,
being superior to these material types in sections,
equivalent
in strengih.
Personally
I am quite convinced
that instead of increasing
the yield strength of
carbon-manganese
steels to the bitter end, it
would be wiser to take the step over to the
micro–alloy
steels,
for instance
the columbium
steels,
by which a yield strength,
which can
hardly be reached
in carbon-manganese
stee Ls,
can easily be obtained.
There is also a tendency
within the shipbuilding industry to start using steels with
higher strength than that of the present
ship
steels.
Actually it has already been ser~ously
discussed
to present
new regulations,
based
on new ~pe cifications
for high- strength
shipbuilding steels.
I have a feeling,
unfortunately,
that the
trend today is to bs rather careful on suggesting an increased
yield strength.
The step ‘co
~e expected
in this dir@ction will probably not
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lead to what is normally called high-strength
steels
but rather to something
which can be
regarded
as a quite normal yie Id strength
leve 1
for carbon-manganese
steels with a minimum
tensile
strength of 50 kg/mm2 . In o~her words,
having for years used more or less ordinary
carbon steels for shipbuilding,
the shipbuilding engineers
are now prepared to take the
first step into an already well-known
stee 1
group, the carbon-manganese
steels,
which
have been used for years in connection
with
welded structures.
This statement
has by no means any
irorucal meaning.
On the c~n’wary I think the
shlphuilders
have been very wise by avoiding
to introduce
the carbon-manganese
steels with
a rather high strength in shipbuilding
industry.
Anybody, who has an experienc@ of welding
must be aware that the conin shipbuilding,
ditions under which welding at the shipyards
many times has to take place,
does not permit the careful handling that the carbonmanganese
steels need because
of their limited weldability
at plate thickne sses above
25-30 mm. The SIJS ceptibilit y to hardening
phenomena
in the heat-affected
zones in connection with welding is indeed more than
well-known.
Even if it is generally
said “that
welding without preheating
may be performed
up to plate thicknesses
around 25 mm, too
many cases of hydrogen ernbrittlement
in martensitic
zones along welds in these steel
types have occurred
already at plate “thicknesses
far below 25 mm. Moreover,
this has
been the case under welding conditions,
which
have been far easier to contro 1 than any welding operation
in shipbuilding,
for instance
in
connection
with pressure
vessel
fabrication.
One can refer to quite a few such occasions
in Europe and I feel rather worried to have them
repeated
in shipbuilding,
and probably more
frequently.
Nevertheless
the carbon-manganese
steels
are very much used in various
branches
of
welding and I certainly
do not want ‘to exclude
them as steels
suitable
for welded structures.
I simply want to point out that when we have
been forced to increase
‘the strength of a certain steel type to such a degree that the weldabihty calls for special
attention,
I would not
recommend
such steels to be Used under conditions where this special
attention
cannot
This is indeed not said in
always be paid.
order to underestimate
the welding @engineering

in shipbuilding
- it is simpiy a way of rea Uzing that some parts of welding fabrication
can
perm~t strictly
controlled
we ldinq conditions
ar.d others cannot.
We have to regard this as
a fact that must not be overlooked,
and renlem ber that the weldability
of a s“teel always mUSt
be cons~dered
in relation
10 the welding cond~tions which can be applied.
Apparently,
however,
there is a need to
adopt steels in slmpbuildlng
which are higher
in s~rength but still weldable
In t!le sense that
is to be connected
with ship weiding.
If there
are not stee 1s of this type suitabie
for the purpose,
let us wait and s~e and try to develop
them rather than to apply we n-known
IYPCSSof
the desired
strength,
which are not only wellknowu from previous
successful
apphcations
under certain conditions
bu~ unfortunately
also
well-known
from unsucc~ ssful applications
under the conditions
to be considered.
It is easy to say that one should wait and
it is also easy to say that one should develop
a new steel type--the
requirements
of which
must be rather high.
I must admit that I am not
quite certain if I would have sa~d what fo 11OWS
five or six years ago, before the first results
of the micro-alloying
“techruque had appeared.
Nevertheless,
today I would definitely
recommend the shipbuilding
lndus ‘my to be more
careful regarding
the we Ida bility of new highstrength
steels rather than the increase
in
yield strength.
In other words,
as said previously,
it is my opinion that it should be
wiser tq specify a yield strength of the new
steels that will not permit the use of carbonmanganese
steels but rather requires
some type
of a micro-alloy
steel, whatever
the microalloying element may be.
This must not be regarded
as a recommendation to start using columbium micro-alloy
steels
or any other ‘cyp@too soon.
It should rather be
recommended
that such steel types ought to be
intensely
investigated
with regard to any property that has an importance
in connection
with
welding in shipbuilding.
This may take a little time, but it appears to me more rea Hstic
to be interested
in ilew and promising
steel
types than to beheve
in steels,
which have
already proved to be l~ss suitable
for unfavorable welding conditions.
It also occurs to me that what the shipbuilders are looking for with respect to in-
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creased
strength,
safety against
various treatments and reasonable
costs will probably be
met by some micro-alloy
steels with a mlnirnum
upper y~eld strength of about 37-45 kg/rnms .
Such steels w1lI obvious lY meet the strength
requirements
and are ~n the same t~me from the
weldabihty
point of view placed in the Preferred part of the steel group t~ which they belong because
of the comparative
lY low- strength
level within this.
COLUMBIUM
ALLOYS

AS PART OF COMPLEX STEEL

It is not my intention
to go deeply into a
lot of complex steel compositions,
in which
columbium is one of the Important slements.
I would like to mention,
however,
that our interest in columbium steels has not been limited
to micro-alloying
structural
steels with columblum as the oniy micro-addition.
It has been mentioned
above that columbium
stee 1 from the yield strength point of vww may
cover a range of 37-45 kg/mm2 and it has also
been said that increasing
columbium contents
is not the main mean to raise th= yield strength
within this group of steels.
It is rather so that
from many points of view it is preferable
tO
keep the co lumb~um contents
rather constant,
at about 0.02-0 .03T0, and change the carbon
contents
and/or manganese
contents
in order
to reach various strength properties.
This wiH
hmit the weldabi lit y of the stee 1 group in the
way that at an upper yield strength
level of
the carbon arid manganese
corl45-50 kg/mm2,
tents have had to be increased
to such a degree
that a further increase
will dra st~cally limit the
weldability.
In order to reach still higher yield
strength
levels and, of course,
in the ,same
time keep oth&r properties
as much unchanged
as possible,
it has proved necessary
to develoP more compkx micro-alloy
steels.
on
In the first place we have concentrated
two further micro-alloying
elements
to be used
in tonne ction with columbium,
aluminum and
—.
vanadium.
See also Appendix C.
A combination
of columbium and aluminum,
far as our experience
is concerned,
can be
summarized
very shortly.
It is doubtful and
Until now we have not been able to
peculiar.
disclose
why our results
have become what
they have become.
OrI adding varioLls amOunt S
of aluminum of the same size of order as for a
normal fine-grain
aluminum treatment
to a stee 1

as

to which columbium has also been added, one
L1 find
that the we 11-known phenomenon
of
formation of aluminum- conta~ning
sulphides
is
very much pronounced.
For some reason the
aluminum addition wi 11 complete ly change the
sulphide
inclusions
as shown in Fig. 26. Such
a sulphlde
distribution
with long tiny aluminumcontalning
su lpfdcles has a most detrimental
effect on the bending properties
of the steel as
well as orI the elongation.
The steel will show
what has been called a pronounced
“ short
We have investigations
breaking behavior”.
still funning on this type of micro-alloy
steel
and in some cases we have been able to overcome this detrimental
aluminum efife ct but we
cannot always reproduce
the heats which have
come out successfully,
and, more important,
no particular
advantages
have been found.
wi

We have be~n more succ~ssful
by us~ng a
combination
of columbium and vanad~um as
micro-alloying
elements.
It has proved that in
order to increase
the yie Id strength
level above
what can be reached
by columbium only within
reasonable
we ldab~ lity limits,
a further addition of vanadium in the same size of order as
the columbium addition wi 11 extend the yield
strength range with another 5-8 kg/mm2 , while
the weldabillty
seems to remain mainLy unchanged.

Besides an increased
yield strength,
a
vanadium addition wiil also cause a precipitation hardening
on tempering
the stee 1 within
the temperature
range of 500-600 ‘C. This is
an effect corre spending to that of columbium
which a further addition of vanadium wi 11 increase.
Therefore there may be some advantages connected
with columbium-vanadium
stee 1s which cannot be reached
by columbium
steels only (Fig. 27).
Another effect of vanadium is, for instance,
a columbium-vanadium
‘that after normalizing
steel will not show the same strong decrease
in yield strength as if columbium was the only
micro-alloying
element.
Consequently
in
practical
production
work co Iumbium-vanadium
steels may many times be preferred
simply because hea~s too high in yield strength
can be
normalized
in order to fulfil the maximum yield
strength
spec~fied,
while charges too low in
yield strength can be ‘tempered at a suitable
temperature
in order to fulfil the minimum yield
strength
specified.
In both cases the impact
properties
of co lumbium-vanadiurn
steel are
improved and, actually,
this stee 1 type should
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LONG TIFTY SULP~DE

INCLUSIONS

IN A MICRO-ALLOY

COLUMBIUM

or A CFUTICAL ALUMINUM ADDITION.

alwaYs need some sort of heat treatment
in
order to get a desired
safety against
britt~e
fracture.
However,
in this paper I am not
supposed
to outline the influence
of columbium In complex micro-alloy
steels but rather
this element as a steelmaiv.ng
variable
Itself.
Therefore I shall not discuss
low-alloy
steels
with columbium add~tions either,
but OHIY
mention that we have a certain interest
in
manganese-molybdenum
stee Is and molybdenum-copper
steels with small columblum
additions,
the most pronounced
Influence
of
which is an improvement
of the impact properties and a stabilizing
effect on the strength
properties
on the whole dfter treating
at normal stress-relieving
temperatures.
There are various
plied to metallurgical
‘techno logy.
Nobody
say which of them ~s
best one.
Personally
be called more correct
vided we are deahng
enormous development
nique has been based
that there are quite a

philosophies
to be apaspects
on welding
would today be able TO
to be regarded
as the
I feel that no one should
than anyone else prowith those on whic!l the
of the welding tech– and we must remember
few of them.

STEEL AS A RESULT
200 x

IrI technical
cons~derations,
however,
‘there !s one matter of particular
importance
–
This means consequence
~n
c~nsequence.
making,
rolling,
treating,
controlhng
and
using materials,
regarding
steels as individuals as to them behavior In a structure
– ~n
other words,
conseqtience
~n thinking .
A way of thinking,
Implying to collect the
very best of the bes~ of methods,
materlais
and calculations
will have no sense If the
conseque~ce
1s failing.
We should rmver l~t
our ambition to do the best
sornetlmng good.

prevent

us to do

I shall finish by quoting a colleague
and
very close friend of mine, who has recently
retired,
Mr. T. W. Bushell,
former Prlnc~pal
Surveyor for M@tals of Lloyd’s Register of
Shipping.
Some years ago, during a a~scussion
after a lecture concerrung
the brittle fracture
problem,
he summarized
his thoughts
by saying
“The explanation
of the fracturing
behavior of
a ship st~el should primamly not be a matter of
too much personal
res~arch
prestigo
but rather
a problem of measuring
the safety for the men
who sail our ships. “
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FIG . 27. , YIELD STRENGTH VERSUS VARIOUS HEAT TREATMENTS AFTER ROLLING OF THE FOLLOWING HEATS :
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THE DIAGRAM INDICATES THE YIELD STRENGTH IN THE AS-ROLLED cONDITION
(TO THE EXTREME
LEFT ) AND AN INC FWASED YIELD STRENGTH AFTER TEMPERING BETWEEN 500 AND 65o *C DURING

1 HOUR, FOLLOWED BY COOLING IN THE FURNACE. THE DIAGRAM FURTHER SHOWS THE
cHANGE IN YIELD STRENGTH AFTER NORMALIZING AT 9200G DUFTNG 1/2 HR. , FOLLOWED BY
AIR-G 00LING AND A FURTHER CHANGE IN YIELD STRENGTH AFTER HEAT TREATING DWFUNG 1/2
.
HR. , FOLLOWED BY COOLING IN SAND FROM TEMPERATURES WITHIN THE RANGE 920-1080”C
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~PENDIX
THE NWH-TESTING

zone.
For this reason
ideal,
as far as welding
fact the micro structure
the heat-affected
zone
differ from those in the
the Jorniny test bar.

the Jorniny test is not
is concerned
and in
and hardness
found in
of a weld, frequently
corresponding
area of

The rate at which a Jominy bar is heated is
S1,OWcompared with welding conditions,
and
this leads to complete transformation
and hoIn welding,
on
mogenization
of the austenite.
the other hand, the heating period is only 3 to
15 seconds;
diffusion
is incomplete
and cetiain
alloy carbides,
for example,
are not taken
fully into solution.
Again a Jominy test bar for weldability
testing
is austenitized
at temperatures
about
1100 ‘C, whereas
in the heat-affected
zone the
maximum temperature
reached is the melting
point of the material--a
fact of primary importance,
as regards the austenitization
process.
Thus in the heat-affected
zone austeniti zat!on temperatures
are found over the entire
range from Al to the melting point and at its
outer extremitiess
the steel will transform
only
partially
to austenite.
The Jominy test can
thus on~y refer to one very small part of the
heat-affected
zone, “whereas all parts are of
equal interest
and especially
the partially
transformed
areas.

A
METHQD

In 1952 a Weld-Hardening
test was developed by the Author in co-operation
with Mr. G.
The following
description
of the method
Bini~4
refers almost in detai 1 to a later publication
in
English.1
At the beginning
the method was
known as “ HF-testing”
but has later become
known as the NWH-testing
(Nore~ WeldHardening
test):
A hardenabi lity test was developed
at the
ESAB laboratories
in Sweden,
for use in cases
in which both the heating and cooling Pro ces ses
are rapid.
It has proved to be highly reproducible and to correlate
we U with actual welding
The following
describes
in detail
experience.
the principles
underlying
the test,
and the experimental
technique.
The rapidity of the welding process
does
not allow complete d~ffusion and tramsformation to austenite
to occur in the’ heat affected

Moreover,
since ,a Jominy test bar is held
at austenitizing
temperature
for an appreciable
period,
the prior structure
of the material
has
little or no influence
on the result.
In weldmgi
on the other hand the prior structure
is of vital
importance
for the behavior of the heat-affected
zone.
A hardenability
test designed
for the
study of welding problems must reproduce
these
conditions
of rapid heating and short-time
soaking at all temperatures
up to the melting
point.
A further point of perhaps
secondary
importance i’s that the heat flow during coo Iing in
the heat-affected
zone is always from the more
superheated
parts ‘to the less (with a minor
side-loss
to atmosphere
from the surface).
This is not truly reflected
in the Jominy test.
The size of the original
Jominy test bar
makes it unsuitable
for testing
material
under
Certain modifications
have been
1 inch thick.
suggest.ec?,
but it is still difficult
to adapt
below 1/2 inch.
A hardenthe test to material
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ab~hty test for welding applications
should
utilize
smaller specimens,
preferably
not requiring material
more than 1/4 inch thick.

HEATER

Finally,
the Jominy test is not very suitable
for testing
low- carbon steels or the shallowhardening
types of high-carbon
steel.
The Jormny test

has, been a, valuable
aid in
However,
there is a need
welding research.
for an improved hardenabi Uty test,
designed
specifics llY for we ldabi lit y studies,
particularly with the increasing
use of low-carbon
It must be remembered,
weldable
alloy steels.
that the Jominy test has been of greatest
value
in connection
with the repair welding of fairly
deep hardening
high- carbon steels.
It would be unfortunate
if the calculations
relating welding conditions
to the Jominy te St
were to be rendered obsolete.
It is reasonable
therefore
in developing
any new test to correlate it as~ar as POs sible with the Jomirw te S’L
and very
so as to make full use of the valuable
extensive
data which are already available.
All these requirements
can be met by using
a single small test specimen
heated by high
frequency,
which is an inexpensive
but accurate lY contro Uable heating method.
It is,
however,
apparent IY neces saxY to test the
specimen
not once but repeatedly
under different cooling conditions.
This type of test
was under investigation
for some years in the
ESAB Iaboratories,
with the aim of setting the
optimum conditions
. The heat source used was
a 1 KW high-frequent
y generator.
A suitable
test bar size is 5 x 5 x 150 mm.
The heating period finally selected
was 6 seconds, the generator
being adjusted
to bring the
high temperature
end of the specimen
just UP
to me ltirig paint.
The procedure
finally arrived at is as follows:
As is shown in Fig. 28 the test Piece is
placed vertically
with one end in a bath of
water maintained
at ‘tl 5 ‘C (~5 “C) leaving a
“free length” of variable
length F projecting
above the water level.
The top of the test
piece is level with, and central in the heater
coil.
After a 6-seconds
heating period,
when
the top end should have just reached melting
point, the generator
is automatically
cut out.
The heating cycle sets up a temperature
gradient down the bar, from melting point down ‘co
the, water bath temperature,
and in the coo Ung

FIG. 2S . TEST BAR ARRANGEMENT FOR NWHTESTING. THE CROSS SECTION Ol? THE TEST
BAR IS 5 x 5 mm. AS’P. A.
cycle
in the
dient
value

all the heat flows down to be absorbed
bath.
Thus the initial temperature
graand the cooling rate depends on the
of F, the free lenqth.

A series of tests is carried out, reducing
the free length for each successive
test; the
values selected
are quite arbitrary,
the Author
having used series such as:

-8mm
5-7
5-10
-12mm
50 mm, andsq
5- 15 - 25-

on.

When the first test has been made, the free
length of the bar iS cut off at or just below the
water level, where temper coloring can be seen.
The remainder
of the test par is set up at the
new free length,
fresh water being added to adjust the water level and so the tests are continued.
The cut lengths are mounted in bake lite and
a longitudinal
flat is ground as In the Jominy
test to a depth of 0.5 to 1 mm. The grinding
must be carefully
carried out under a copious
stream of water to prevent any tempering
of the
martensite.
The test flat IS finally polished,
and Vickers hardness
readings
are made with a
.10 kg load at intervals
of 0.5 to 1 mm along the
Where necessary
the
center line of the flat.
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restilts
testing
nation
results

can be amplified
by rnicro-hardness
in the areas where m~croscopic
examisuggests
local hardness
peaks; these
will clarify the macro-hardness
curves.

With experience
~n the method it is possible to predict within hmits the probable
be. havior of a material
and restrict
the test to
those 1?values which might be considered
critical.
Because of the use of high-frequency
heating,
this test has at the beginning
become
known as the HF test and later as the Nore’n
Weld- Harden~ng test.1

cooling
rate.
The fusion hne hardrw ss value
in the base metal adjacent
to the molten zone
is plotted at a point corresponding
to the value
of F as shown by the black dots in Fig. 29.
The remajning
hardness
readings
for th~s particular tes~ are plotted to the right of the fusion
hne hardness,
at distances
corresponding
to
the distances
along the lest bar.
When all the

secondary
diagrams
have been plotted (Fig. 29
corrtains more than are usually required)
the
Various fusion line measurements
(black dots
i~ Fig . 29) are joined by another curve which is
k~own as the ~~marv diaqram and come spends
to the Jominy curve (Fig.30).
%~-
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FIG . 29. SECONDARY DIAGRAMS ACCORDING
TO THE NWH-TESTING METHOD FOR A LOWALLOY HIGH-STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL STEEL .
(VICKERS HARDNESS ON 10 kg LOAD VERSUS
F-DISTANCE,
CORRESPONDING TO 2.5 X
JOMINY-DISTANGE = J. ).ApP. A.
A complete
hardenability
diagram as given
by the lVWH test consists
of a set of hardness
as shown in
curves for the various F values,
Fig. Z9. The diagrams
are similar LO Jominy
curves with hardness
on the vertical
scale and
coohng rates horizontally,
in terms of the free
length F, which corresponds
in pr]nciple
to the
distance
from the quenched
end in the Jomlny
test.
The hardness
curves for the different
F
values are known as second~dlagram~,
and
—.
show the hardness
variations
occurring
in the
heat-affected
zone at a given constant
average

30. PRIMARY DIAGRAM Acc ORDING To
FIG.
THE NWH-TESTING
METHOD FOR THE SAME
STEEL AS IN FIG. 29. THE CORRESPONDING

JOMINY CURVE OF THE STEEL AFTER AUSTENI TIZING AT 11 OO°C IS REPRESENTED BY THE
DOTS . (VICKERS HARDNESS ON 10 kg LOAD
VS . F-DISTANCE, CORRESPONDING TO 2, 5 X
JOIWNY-DISTANCE
- J. ) AF’P. A.
It has been possible
to correlate
t’he ~
values empirically
with Jomlny d~stance.
Under
the conditions
given (particularly
of test bar
size) the correlation
factor is:

F=

Z.5J.

It 1s obviously
convenient
to select Fvalues
which are multiples
of Z. 5, so that all the calculations
made on “the Jominy test are dmectly
applicable
to the NWH test.

With the NWH test the heating and cooling
processes
in welding are more nearly reproduced.
A test which shows the variation
of
maximum hardness
with cooling rate will also
Indicate
the hardness
variations
w~th a given
heat-affected
zone cooled at a given overall
rate.
Furthermore
the hardness
readings
can be
con-e lated wi~h micro SCOPIC examination
of the
micro s’cructures obtained
under various healing
and coohng cycles.
The test piece is small enough to be applicable to most steel products,
and the test is
accurate,
highly reproducible
and, in spite of
the priepara Lion required for hardness
te sting,
rapid.
Th~ test conditions
as described
are the
outcome of extensive
experimental
work.
Good
agreement
is 10 und between the NWH primary
diagram and the Jominy curve for stee Is which
transform
completely
to austenite,
at least in
the hottest
zone, during the 6-seconds
heating
This is true in particu km for carbon
period.
steels of about eutectoid
composition
with urllformly dispersed
pearhte . Alloy steels
containing stable carbides
exhibit differences
between NWH and Jominy curves which are explained by the incomplete
solution
and diffusion of these carbides
in the short period
available.
As a result the hardness
maxima
vary in the most rapidly cooled test pieces
is different),
(since the austenite
composition
and frequently
the steels appear to be deeper
hardening,
because
the austenitizing
temperature is higher.
A special
advantage
of the NWH test is its
abihty “to distinguish
between steels of sim~lar
conventional
properties,
e .g. of equal ultimate tensile
strength.
Different
effects
are
differProduced not OrLIY by small composition
ence but also by differences
in prior structure.
Lamwmr inhomogemties
in rolled plates,
for
example pronounced
ferrite banding,
lead to
local hard spots in partially
transformed
zones.

~ENDIX

B

THX NC-TESTING

The following
paper:s

~inq

Pmnciples

refers

METHOD

to parts

and Testinq

of a previous

Method

It is assumed
that the reader is familiar
with the principles
of the two types of plastic
deformation
of steels and other metallic
materials.
It is beyond the scope of ‘this paper ‘to
d~tail the two possible
mechanisms
of deformation but it may be stated that the translation
(gilding) mecharusm
can cause a considerable
deformation,
while twlnnlng prefm-ably taloss
place under complicated
stress
conditions
and/or at low temperatures;
from a practical
point of view the latter is insignificant.

In the following
the term “brittle fracture”
refers to a cleavage
fracture without appreciable preliminary
plastic
deformation
of the individual
crystals.
For a tensile
test this means
that a brittle fracture
has occurred
at a nomi–
rml stress
be low or only slightly
above the
conventional
yield point.
In the fmsl case
plastic
deformation
has taken place only at the
fractured
section and is hardly measurable.
In the second case a small amount of plastic
deformation
has occurred
in a large material
volume of metal and the fractured
surface appears “crystalline”,
i .e. the cleavage
planes
of the individual
crystals
are clearly seen in
the surface.

To obtain fractu~e as near as possible
without deformation
at temperatures
where uni axial stress gives rise to deformation,
the occurrence of local and complicated
triaxial
stresses
in
the material
is necessary;
for example, this occurs in the presence
of a sharp
notch:
at the root of the notch even low
nominal stresses
can cause local plastic
deformation,
while the remainder
of the material
by the multiaxial
stress will
that is unaffected
remain largely undeformed.
The severest
notch
effect IS caused by a crack in the material.
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When loaded the material will deform at the
crack front.
At low nominal stresses
this deformation
can be so important
that the degree
of triaxiality
in the stressed
condition
is sufficiently
reduced to eliminate
the risk of fracture.
In consequence
the notch radius at the
crack front will increase
as a result of the deformation and will raise the level of triaxial
stress,
which can cause crack propagation.
With a continuously
increasing
load, the increase of crack radius is relatively
quicker
and a new crack is necessary
for a critical
stress condition
to develop at a higher load.
If a sharp crack front is always present in the
material,
however,
the triaxial
stress condition at a certain critical
nominal stress may be
such that the material
cannot resist a further
increase
in stress even though locally deCleavage
of the crystals
at the crack
formed.
front then takes place and the fracture Propagates more or less rapidly.

By means of a brittle alloy welded on the
edges of a flat tensile
test bar, the conditions
mentioned
can be realized
while cracking is
continually
occurring
in the weld metal, as the
bar is exposed to an increasing
tensile
stress.
At a certain critical
stress,
depending
On the
testing temperature,
a more or Iess brittle
fracture is obtained
from one of the sharP
crack fronts present.
This critical
stress,
which is defined as the highest nominal tensile stress a steel can maintain
in the presence of an undeformed
crack without the initiation of a propagating
fracture,
is the socalled nomina 1 cleavaqe
strength.
It appears
to the author that this is a character
stic
property of a steel and might be useful in
strength
calculations.
Considering
the p~blems associated
with the britt Ieness phenomenon of a steel, the author has stated the following seven points as a basis for NCtesting:

*, By llnomina~

yield point of a steel
1. The conventional
rises ccmtinuou sly and the plasticity
at translation falls continuously
with decreasing
temperature.

2. Above a certain nominal loading the inisuch as
tiation of a fracture at a sharp notch,
a crack,
can only be prevented
bv ~lastic
deformation
of the crack front. ~
3. The Iess the plastic
deformation,
the lower
the nominal load required to give a stress
condition
at the crack front that wi 11 cause a
cleavage
fracture.
4. In consequence
the maximum nominal load
that a steel can Sustain without cleavage
fracture at a crack front, i.e. the “nominal
cleavage
strength,
“ decreases
with falling
temperature.
5. Further,
as the cleavage
strength
depends
on the plasticity,
it must decrease
continuously with falIing temperature.

6. Curves showing the rise of yield strength
and the decrease
of cleavage
strength with
falling temperature
must intersect
at some
temperature.
7. The intersection
point of the curves can be
taken as the transition
temperature
of the steel
ahve
which a fracture
can start only after the
occurrence
of plastic
deformation
in a large
vo Iume of material
but below which the fracture start and progress
require neg Iigible local
plastic
deformation
in the fractured
section
(i. e. brittle fracture).

In a
nominal
of every
of notch

~imilar way to the yield point, the
cleavage
strength is a characteristic
stee 1 for a certain strain rate, depth
and sharpness
of notch.
As Previous-

loading” is meant the stress calculated
on the total CrOs S- SeCtiOIXil
area
of the
‘c~s~
As soon as a crack starts in the welding all
piece (including
we Ids) unti 1 the welding fractures.
the applied load is transferred
to the total cross-sectional
area of the welded test piece less the
The investigations
have shown that the chance of fractures
area of one of the welding layers.
occurring
in both welding layers at the same time and opposite
each other is very small.
It can
be added that the correction
due to the layers of welding has little effect compared with the
normal divergences
in, for example,
the yield Point Of normal test Pieces taken in different
positions in the test material.
No great error will occur in practice
if the calculations
are made
However,
such an error should not be made even
with the area of the te,st piece before welding.
if it has little effect.
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ly stated

it can be expected
that the cleavage
strength,
as the yield point, will vary continuous ly with the temperature,
provided that
the other conditions
of te sting remain constant.
At the defined transition
temperature,
the
cleavage
strength
coincides
with the yie M
Later it will be shown, however,
strength.
that this transition
temperature
called TC does
not represent
the one below which brittle fractures occur and above which only fibrous
fractures
(shearing
fractures)
take place.
Typical crystalline
fractures
are also observed
at temperatures
slightly
above TCand obviously
(this is discussed
later) another and higher
transition
temperature
called T~ exists above
wh~ch nothing but shearing
fractures
are observed.
In principle
TC and T9 corre spend to
the two change points of a temperature-impactstrength
curve.
The dimensions
of the NCtest bar and the welding of its edges are shown
in Fig. 31; the rate of loading used is 10 mm/
min. , and before testing the test pieces are
cooled in a suitable
medium such as solid carbcn dioxide,
liquid oxygen or the like.
The
temperature
is measured
by a gauge,
which is

UNWELDED

WELDED

thoroughly
isolated
from the influence
of the
surrounding
air, and the temperature
is registerecl by a resistance
thermometer.
Before
testing,
the sp@cimen, fitted in the uri~s.
--. —, is
—.allowed to warm up until the desired temperature is nearly reached,
whereupon
the load is
applied.
Testina Results and the Relationship
NC~Testing
and Other Methods

between

A great number of static NC-tests
have been
carried out by the present author and others,
and it has been found that the crltica 1 temperature at which the yield-strength
curve and the
curve of the nominal cleavage
strength irltere st, TC, is located without exception
within
the same temperature
interval
as the lower
change point of a Charpy V-notch curve.
As
far as ordinary
low-carbon
structural
@ee Is
are concerned,
the tra-nsition temperature
referring to NC-testing
corresponds
to a numerical value of the Charpy V-notch impact
strength between
1 and 3.5 kgm/cma (about
6-20 foot-pounds)
. The critical
impact
strength value,
however,
is not independent
of
the yield strength of the steel,
(This will be
shown later. ) Fig. 32 shows the relationship
between the NC curve, the yield- strength
curve and a Charpy V-notch curve including the

FIG. 32. DIAGRAM SHOWING IN PRINCIPLE
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE YIELD STRENGTH
CURVE , THE NC CURVE (THE NOMINAL CLEAVAGE STRENGTH), THE CtiRVE FOR PROPAGATION

‘.50
%.

OF A BWTTLE FRACTURE ACCORDING TO THE
NC -TESTING
METHOD AND THE CHARPY VNOTCH IMPACT CURVE . APP. B.
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FIG. 31.
TESTING.

IRON

TEST BAR TYPE USED FOR NCAPP. B ,

TYPE

POsition of the two transition
temperatures
T,
and T$ . The way the impact curve as well a;
the NC curve fall off at higher temperatures
should be noted.
In both cases this means
that in calculating
the energy absorption
and
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the nominal cleavage
strength respec~ively,
one has not paid attention
to the reduction
irI
arsa, and the values obtained
are too low.
The
reduction
in area, on the other hand, shows
that the mater~al at the testing
temperature
possesses
a higher degree of plasticity.
Consequently,
the upper change point of the NCcurve as well as that of the impact curve
simply imply that at this temperature
the steel
has reached
a temperature
range within which
complete
shearing fractures
are obtained.
An
attampt to find a numerical
value of the upper
change point of the Charpy V–notch curve, as
has been found with regard to the lower change
point, has failed,
a fact that Matton-Sjfiberg15
has underlined
in connection
with his interpretation of impact strength
curves.
Nevertheless
the upper change point of the Charpy V-notch
curve will always bs found at practically
the
same temperature
as the upper change point of
the corre spending
NC-curve.
No come latlon
exists
between the numerical
value of the
Charpy V-notch impact strength at T~ and the
level of weld strength or nominal cleavage
strength
at the same temperature,
however.
On
the other hand, where the two latter properties
coincide,
there is no doubt that the corresponding Charpy V-notch value falls within a comparative ly narrow temperature
range.
The part
of the impact curve between the lower and the
upper change point, where the st~epe st slope
is to be found, as well as the part of the NCcurve between TC and T~ , represent
the temperature
range within which sufficient
Plasticity of the steel occurs to permit translation
at a crack and in a large volume of material;
yet the material
has insufficient
ability for
plastic
deformation
and for absorption
of energy
fracture.
effective Iy to stop a propagating

Both transition
temperatures,
TC and TS ,
are important with regard to the tendency
of
Simply,
welded structures
to brittle fracture.
TC is the lowest temperature
at which a steel
can still deform plastically
despite the presence of cracks and above which the welding
stresses
are probably of no consequence.
The
temperature
T~ is approximately
the one above
which a steel may be regarded
as crack–
arresting
due to the occurrence
of true shearing
Discussions
concerning
the importfracture.
ance
of the lower temperature
TC in connection
with welding
stresses
have been published
by
Soete, Boyd, and others~G ‘1’ and by means of
NC testing
it has been possible
to put forward

experimental
contributions

evidence
to support the valuab~e
of “these authors (see below).

Finally;
before certain features
of the NC
test results
are interpreted,
the following
must
be underlined
as one of the most important
statements
concerning
service failures
through
brittle fractures
of welded as well as unwelded
structures.
The presenc~ of a defect in the
material,
representing
a severe notch-effe Q
under the loadlng conditions
applied to the
structure,
is necessary
for the initiation
of a
fracture and for the increased
risk of a service
failure when the temperature
falls.
In the absenc~ of a notch, the strength of
a steel will increase
as the temperature
falls.
H a notch of the same sharpness
as that used
in the Charpy V-notch test is cut in a tensile
test-bar,
e.g.
T~pper-test
Epecimen,
no
detrimental
influence
will occur In the strength
Of ‘the bar ~S the stress
for fracture
as well as
the yield strength
continuous ly Increases
with
decrease
in temperature.
In most cases a
notch has to have about the same sharpness
as
a true crack to be dangerous.
The Influence

of Temperature

on NC Curves

It has been shown that a similarity
between
an NC curve and an impact- strength-tempera–
ture curve exists,
and therefore
it might be
assumed
that the two curve types are influAn
enced by the same property of the steel.
attempt to express
the whole curve in terms of
mathematics
would probably be unsuccessful
because
of the complexity
caused by the reduction in area of the test-bar
in shear frac–
Turing.
However,
it might be possible
to find
a simpl~r law expressing
the shape of the
curves within the temperature
range where testbars experience
little reduction
in area.
If a Charpy V-notch curve is compared with
an NC curve, as has been done in Fig. 3Z, one
will f~nd that the main part of the former, i .e.
the part with the steepest
slope,
corresponds
to a comparatively
small part of the NC curve,
namely the one just above ‘the point of inter–
section between the NC curve and the yieldstrength
curve.
This seems to show that it is
better to use the NC curves
for a closer studv
of the part that is not influenc~d
by the reducThe seven points summarizing
tion in area.
the basis for NC testing
include the fact that
the slope of an NC curve depends on the Possibility of plastic
deformation
at ‘the front of

—
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the notch or crack in the welded layer.
This
can also be expressed
by say~ng that th~ cracks
in the we M can initiate
a fracture if the testing conditions
are such that the test–bar
ma–
terial has a certain resistance
to plastic
deformation at the crack front, i.@. if the resistance
to translation
is hiqh.
A low nominal
Sleavaqe
strenqth within the temperature
ranqe
bslow the transition
temperature
thus .—
corre ~onds
to a hiqh resistance
to Translation
an@
—
vice versa.

The two variables

N,=+=

so

are expressed

as follows:

as (TO -Tx)

(3)

where TSI is taken as an expression
for the
upper yle ld point at the testing
temperature,
T3 ~ as the upper yield point at the origina~
temperature,
and consequently
N~ the relative
yield point.
TO1s taken as the origin temperature and TX as the testing temperature
at which
0“,, has been measured.
Finally,
as is a parameter used as an expression
for the resistante to translation
under the prescribed
testing conditions.

The resistance
to translation
depends upon
certain
“exkxnal”
factors
such as stress condition,
temperature,
rate of Ioadlng,
etc. , and
also upon some “Internal”
properties
of the
steel such as grain size, dislocation
condi–
Lions, presence
of residual
stresses
and t’he
influence
on the lattice of previous
mechanical
and thermal history (aging, previous
dynamic
loading,
etc.).
Generally
the “external”
factors can be controlled
by means of testing
conditions,
but the “internal”
ones are d~fficult if not impossible
to express
by means of
the usually accepted
physical
definitions
or
terms.
The resulting
phenomenon,
which includes all the factors mentioned
as well as
others that are not stated,
may be called ~h~
-stance
to translation.
It is not feasible
to
derive an expression
for this quantity In terms
of its different
parts,
as only a few of them
can be expressed
with sufficient
accuracy.
For the present,
therefore,
the followlng
discussion will only include
“resistance
to translation” as a general term.

which indicates
a decrease
in nominal cleavage
strength with falling temperature
in contrast
to.
the increase
of y~eld strength when th~ temper–
ature decreases.
Here UC~ means the nominal
cleavage
strength
at the original tempm-ature
T3> FCX the nominal cleavage
strength at the
testing temperature
TX, and consequently
NC
the relative
nominal cleavage
strength.
AS a
result of the notch effect,
the parameter
ar is
not similar 10 a$ in the foregoing
equation.

It is obvious that th~s property is the one
influencing
the position
of the conventional
yield- strength curve, and therefore
a corre lation probably exists
between the influence
of
tcsmpsrature
on the upper conven’tlonal
yield
strength and on the nominal cleavage
strength.
It can be shown that the yield strength is an
exponential
function of the temperature
and it
is possible
‘co use the same type of expression
for the nominal cleavage
strength.
The author
has simplified
the we n-known
expression

When TX coincides
with Tb , the relatlve
yield strength
as well as the relat~ve nominal
cleavage
strength
NC have values of unity; 0~0
therefore
equals
DC~ (the point of intersection
between the yield- strength
curve and the NCcurve, i. e., the strength of an NC test-bar
at
the transition
temperature
as defined for the
method of testing) . The use of Eq. (3) and (4)
to obtain approximate
values of the properties
of the two steels with temperature
variation
can easily be shown experimentally.

A similar expression
can be used
nominal cleavage
str~ngth,
namely

for the

(4)

loading rate, T = absogiven in Ref. 20, (v
lute temperature,
R = the gas constant,
Q =
an energy of activation,
r = “a small number”),
by using

The character
sties of stee 1s, having the
same yield strength at the same ‘transition
‘temperature
but different
magnitudes
of the
parameter
aC are represented
by the curves
shown i.n Fig. 33. Now the term T, can be r&placed by T, ; the slopes of the curves given
by Eq. (3) and (4) can be expressed
as:

y.ax

N;

Y = (veQ’’RT)r

(1)
❑

(2)

= -as

(TC - TX) in as

(5)

3s

energy level dep~nds on the yield strength of
the mater~al at the te sting temperature
. If
this is so, the energy absorption
in impact
tests made at the trans~tion
temperature
T:
(for NC te sting) should decrease
with the yield
point of the steel.
This would support the usc
of different
minimum requirements
for the
cr~tical impact strength of different
stee 1s de–
pending on the yield strength.
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FIG. 33. SET OF NC CURVES WITH THE SAME
TRANSITION TEMPERATUF?I T (-20”C) BUT
VARIOUS RESISTANCE TO TRANSLATION (a). IF
THE STmSS IS PLOTTED ON A LOGAFOTHMIC
SCALE VS. TEMPERATURE , THE CURVES WILL BE
REPRESENTED BY STRAIGHT LINES ACCORDING
TO THE EQUATIONS GIVEN IN THE TEXT. APP . B .
(TX-

(8)

h Nc = (Tx -TC)lnaC

The validity
of the above-mentioned
equations
(at least as approximate
expressions)
was checked
by comparing theoretical
and
of a large number of NC tests.
actual results
--—-

----

-

It seems reasonable
to expect that the
energy absorption
in an Impact test at tempwatures he low the point of intersection
between
the two curves of an NC diagram should be
insignificant,
but it is more likely that the

.

.

of

--—-

----

-

(6)

TC)lnaC

Further it wi 11 be noted that the straight
lines
representing
Eq. (3) and (4) (Eq. 7 and 8) on a
logarithmic
plot have the same slope as the
curves at the transition
tempa-ature:

----

_

Evidently
a ste~~annot
possess
both a
hiqh nominal c~r~EU~e
and s&-onq e’nerqy absorbing
properti~~
on Iractur@ at hiqher temperature
. For a steel
with a flat NC curve, the nominal cleavage
strength is considerable
at temperatures
below
TC, but the energy absorption
in shearing
fracture will only be important
at comparatively
high temperatures.
On the other hand a steeply s loping NC curve indicates
a low nominal
cleavage
strength
below TCbut high energyabsorbing
properties
slightly
above this temperature.
The lattsr type of steel has, therefore, a lower transition
temperature
for shearing fractures
T~ , than the former; a high resistance
to transla~ion
brings TS closer to Tr
and vice versa.
---—

N;=a,

———---

Ons of the most important
observations
the investigations
described
is as follows:

QU@06

20

——

The follownng interpretation
of an NC diagram is based on the assumption
that the continuous
NC curve represents
the nominal
cleavage
strength
of a steel; the latter is de–
fined as the highest nominal stress a steel can
sustain
in the Presence
and under the influence
of a notch caused by a crack and for particular
In effect,
th~ NC curve
conditions
of testing.
expresses
the nommal stress necessary
for the
initiation
of a brittle fracture as a function of
temperature
and for the other prescribed
conditions .
It is important
to recognize
that a fracture
very seldom starts in an NC test-bar
~ediate ly after a crack occurs in one of “the welded edges of the bar.
Therefore,
the observed
nominal stress is not the stress that ]ropaqates
the crack through the tested material,
but represents
the nominal stress for initiating
a
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fracture at the front of a sharp
most undeformed.

notch

that is al-

Another important
assumption
on which the
method of testing is based is that the energy
developed,
when the weld cracks,
is so small
that lt gives no essential
addition to the aPplied external
nominal tensile
stress .
From an examination
of the brittle fracture
of steels and the characteristics
of a steel,
to
arrest a running crack, it is ~v~dent that (a)
a certain minimum stress must be applied to a
stee 1 for an existing
fracture to propagate
any
considerable
d~stance;
(b) another minimum
——
stress,
usually greater ~han (a), must be applied to initiate
a brittle fracture.
It is now clear that the mlnlmum nominal
stress for either purpose need not arise purely
from external
loading but may be completely
or
partly due to elastic
prestresses,
e .g. internal welding stresses,
other residual
stresses, or high elastlc
stresses
caused by an
elastic
shock wave developed
by a propagating
brittle fracture.
The maximum value of the
last-mentioned
Type of stress occurs just in
front of the running crack.
Elastic prestresses
of residual
‘type may be
regarded
as either a pure stress addition to an
external
service
str~ss or a cause of an increased
degree of triaxiality
or complicated
effects of lmth.
Th~s leads to the observation
that a brittle fracture may be initiated
as well
as propagated
over a considerable
distance
even if no external
load has been app lied to
—
the material.
In this case the internal
stress
must reach and maint~
the required
level
without any external
addition.
It is far from rare that brittle fractures
occur in unloaded welded structures
merely as
a consequence
of the welding stress
level, if
a sharp notch, e .g. a defect in a weki, is
It is important
to record that cracks
present.
formed in this way usually have a Verv S~OS
“deadeninq
distance”.
This may be interpreted
as indicating
that the elastic
shock wave
formed at the fracture front cannot maintain
the required
stress
level for more than a short
time after the internal
stress has been reLieved.
The crack will therefore
stop when it
reaches
parts of the material
in which normal
internal and external
strss ses are absent.
For a particular

—

nominal

stress,

~t has al-

ready been stated that the Initlatlon
of a brittle fracture at the root of a sharp notch can
only be presented
by plastic
deformation
at
the front.
This critical
stress condition
decreases
with decreasing
temperature.
However, there 1s another factor which strongly
influenc~s
the possibility
of plastic
deforma–
tion at a notch-front,
namely The strain ratez~ the higher the strain rate, the less the plastic
deformation.
The translation,
the only t yp~ of
deformation
which is of practical
importance,
is strongly time-dependent.
For example,
the
rapidly increasing
yield strength of a steel
with increasing
high strain rate in conventional
tensile
testing,
is well known.
Thus at sufficient Iy hiq h strain rate, a brittle fracture
can also be initiated
by a nominal stress which
falls well be low the NC-test
nominal cleavaqe
strenqth at a particular
temperature
– the
greater the shock effect of high strain rate, the
lower the nominal stress
level to cause a
The latter statement,
howcleavage
fracture.
ever, seems only to be valid down to a certain
limit characterizing
each particular
steel.
There are certainly
experimental
cliff icuhies
in the accurate
determination
of this hmit for
a steel,
but a reasonable
approx~mation
ap–
pears to be provided by a feature of the NC
curve.
It is known that in the temperature
range Of –1 50 C to -ZOO C almost completely
brittle cleavage
fractures
occur even with uniaxial stress application.
Slight plastic
deformation may be unavoidable
in tensile
tests
made within th~s temperature
interval or at still
lower temperatures,
but from a practical
point
of view this unavoidable
deformation
can be regarded as neg hgible.
The above temperature
range may therefore
bs associated
with nil
plastic
deformation
of a steel.
Corwequently,
no plastic
deformation
can occur at a crack
front within this ranqe.
Thus, if an extrapolation of the straight
line given by an NC curve
on logarithmic
scale is made down to say
-200 C, a value of the nominal cleavage
strength is obtained which is the lowest nominal stress that can cause a cleavaqe
fracture
This limit value,
here
at the front of a crack.
called UC~ (p for propagation)
is nothing but
the nomiria~ cleavaqe
strenqth when for all
practical
purpose any form of deformation
can
be excluded.
----

..__
It is quite

---evident

that

a typical

condition
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of stress in a steel when neqliqible
P lasticity
occurs at a crack front, is associated
with a
propagating
brittle fracture.
The essential
factor that prevents
plastic
deformation
is the
high strain rate, since ‘the influence
of the
strain rate predominates
that of temperature
Cleavage
over a wide temperature
range.
fractures
can progress
as soon as the nominal
elastic
stress exceeds
a certain level. A well&ounded opinion is that the nominal stress level
required is approximately
the same as the
graphically
determined
value.
It is important
to note that initiation
and
propagation
of a brittle fracture
apply LO“the
same phenomenon,
and the term “propagation”
can be replaced
by “continuous
initiation”.
There is experimental
evidence,
which confirms that propagation
can be interpreted
in
this way.

----

----

—---

appear more clearly whez it has now been experimentally
proved that below this temperature
welding str~sses
may have a most detrimental
influence
on the stability
of a welded structure, while they at temperatures
above TC do
not seem to have the same serious effect,
if
any.
A detailed
discussion
of the effect of
welding stresses2’7
‘a shou M not be repeated
here but only exemplified
by Fig. 34. It shows
that under influe~ce
of welding stresses
the
part of the NC curve below TC has no practical
Consequently,
below this temimportance.
perature only the stress
level necessary
for
propagation
of a brittle fracture
has to be considered,
while an irutlation
of such a fracture
may be caused by any service
load added to
residual
welding stresses,
if the total stress
level will then reach The actual NC curve at a
certain temperature.

kg/mm2

-

80
as an ap~he U, , -level may be reqarded
~oximate
value of the nominal stress which 1s
the minimum demanded for continuous
initiation
of a brittl~ fracture
(Propaqa~.

70

60

--——

----

----
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The NC-testing
method has been described
In several other papersy ‘22-s 3–24 and the fore–
going description
might be completed
by quoting another one:2
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The above-mentioned
will underline
the
importance
of the slope of the NC curve - the
steeper the curve the lower its critical
stress
for propagation
of a brittle fracture. 7-E According to the NC~’tes’ting method stress levels
necessary
for brittle fracture
propagation
as
low as about 0.5 kg/mm2 have fairly frequently
been found for ordinary carbon steels.
However, even if such low values may be regarded
structural
steels
as except~ons,
unalloyed
with critical
nominal stress
leve Ls for br~ttle
fracture propagation
exceeding
7-8 kg/mm2 are
not often observed.
Further aspects
on the slope of the NCcurve and its importance
have been discus sed
In previous
papers. 7-s To summarize,
a steel
for welded structures
should have a low critical temperature
TC and an NC curve with the
smallest
possible
steepness.
The importance

of the temperature

TCwill
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FIG. 34. EFFECT OF WELDING STRESSES ON
THE NC DIAGRAM. THE PART Or THE NC CURVE
BELOW THE TEMPERATURE T (THE INTERSECTION POINT BETWEEN THE tiC CURVE AND THE
YIELD STRENGTH CURVE )WTLL NO LONGER
EXIST AND THIS PART Or THE CURVE WILL BE
REPLACED BY A CURVE, WHICH SHOWS THE
CRITICAL STRESS LEVEL FOR PROPAGAHON OF
A BRITTLE FRACTURE. APP. B.

Th~s can also

be expressed

by saying

that

—
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residual
stresses
alone,
caused for ~xampl.e lly
welding,
can reach a level high enough for
initiation
of a brittle fracture,
while such a
fracture will never propagate,
if the nominal
stress
level due to service
load IS rLOTsufficient.
Msnce, if a brittle fracture
has become Initiated
due to residual
welding stresses
it will run through the structure
only so far a
distance
that will be permitted
by the energy
release
and the area under influence
of welding stresses,
the so–called
&adeninq
distance.7’6
In order to complete this way of considering
brittle fractures
in steel with respect
to stress
levels,
the interpretation
may be extended
to
include the possibilities
for a steel to act as a
crack arrester
also below the transition
temperature
T, . Without going into dcitails this
can be summarized
by saying that “the stress
level caused by service
loads in relation
to
the nominal cleavage
strength of the steel is
the factor,
which is determining
the crack arresting properties
of a steel b low TC. If the
service
stress is close to the nominal cleavage
strength
at the temperature
in question,
the
crack arresting
effect is small and the deadening distance
of the crack considerable.
H, on
the other hand, the nominal stress acting on
the structur~
is lower or only a little above
the IJC~- leve 1 the crack may be arre steal also
be ~OWT, .
This statement
can be applied also to the
behavior of a fracture when it is running
through a structure,
passing
welds and plates.
In and around welded joints the stress
level is
always relatively
high, while the nominal service s’cress in parts, which are not influenced
by welding stresses,
may be rather low.
Consequently
the energy absorption
will also be
very low, when the crack passes
through a
welded joint where the chevron pattern of the
fracture
surface is not very distinct.
.4 higher
degree of energy absorption
will be found when
the crack runs through parts of the structure,
which are subject to a low- stress level and
the fracture
surface shows a pronounced
chevron pattern.
The pattern will become still
more pronounced
when the propagation
rate of
the crack is decreasing.
The conditions
for
propagation
of a brittle fracture through a
structure
must therefore
be dependent
upon a
combined effect of
1. the energy
fracture,

contents

of the propagating

2. the

nominal

3.

~c ,-level

the

cleavage

strength

of the steel,

of ‘the steel,

4. the total stress
level In ‘the structure,
bi~ed by the nominal service
stress and
residual
stresses.
—---

——--

----

com-

_

The function
stability
of a welded
ture is determined
by two factors,

struc-

1. the conditions
fracture,

necessary

for initiation

2. the conditions
a brittle fracture.

necessary

for propagation

of a

of

The conditions
to be fulfilled
for ~nitlation
of a fracture is a total nominal stress exceeding the nominal cleavage
strength,
and a temperature,
which is below the critical
temperature TC. For propagat~of
a brittle fracture
the corresponding
conditions
are a nominal
stress higher than the one, which is critical
for brittle fracture propagation
and a temperature below the upper transition
temperature
T~.
--—.

---—

____

_

It must be underhned
once more that an
initiation
of a fracture according
to the nominal
cleavage
strength
diagram necessarily
needs
a very sharp notch, i.e.
normally a natural
What is generally
called a sharp notch,
crack.
e.9. a Charpy V–notch is not sufficiently sharp

to ~llustrate the nominal cleavage strength of
a steel.
—---

—---

—---

With the background given It is now possible to describe
how welded joints will offer
~arious deru-ees of function
stability
to a welded structure.
The expressions
unconditional
and conditional
unstabilit y, meta stability,
cruasl stability
and stabi Lity will be used.
Thus
a. provided that initiation
gation of a brittle fracture
structure
is unconditionally

as well as propacan take place,
the
unstable,

b. provided that propagation
of a brittle fracture
can take

but not initiation
place the struc-

/

is
metastable,
i.e.
in
practice
function
stable on static ( “resting”)
notch effects
(and
of course in the absence
of such effects)
but
conditionally
unstable
on dynamic notch effects (i.e. in the latter case when attacked
by a runrnng brittle fracture from s umounding
parts of the structure),

ture

‘“’*C

c. provided depending
conditions
for propagation but
not
for
initiat~on
exist
the
structure
is
——
quasi stable (see below~and
d. provided conditions
neither for initiation,
nor for propagation
exist the structure
is
stable.
The above-mentioned
statements
~~ need
In the presence
of a sharp
some comments.
notch such as a crack or a similar defect in a
——
part of the structure
the circumstances
shown
by Fig. 35-36 are in principle
valid.
This can
be exemphfied
by the following:
An ~~onditionally
unst~e
part of a structure may be where hot cracks,
hardening cracks,
flakes,
shrinkage
cracks or the like have formed, the nominal service
stress of which at certain service
Temperatures
exceeds
the nominal
cleavage
strength
~C~ in material free from residual stresses
(= the area L in Fig. 35) and
impact loads cannot be excluded.

FIG . 35. COMPLETE NC DIAGRAM, WHICH
SHOWS IN PIUNCIPLE THE YIELD STRENGTH,
THE NOMINAL CLEAVAGE STRENGTH (BOTH AS
STRAIGHT LINES IN THE LOGAIUTHMIC STRESS
SCALE) AND THE AREAS WITH VARIOUS STABILITY
ACCORDING TO THE TEXT. THIS DIAGRAM REPRESENTS THE STRESS RELIEVED CONDITION OF
A STEEL. FURTHER SYMBOLS REPRESENT YIELD
STRENGTH (U ), NOMINAL CLEAVAGE STRENGTH
(~ ), CRITIC& PROPAGATION STRESS FOR BRITTLE i?RACTUiWS (~
), LOWER TRANSITION TEMPERATURF (Tc)ANti%ppER
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE (Ts).
App. B.
/

On sufficiently
high residual
stresses,
for
———
instance
weld~ng stresses,
the Part of the
welded structure
is unconditionally
unstable
already if it is subject to temperatures
below
T, and a service
load is not necessary
for initiation or propagation
of a brltt le fracture
(=
the area L In Fig. 36).
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A ~e~stable
part of a structure
is illus–
trated by M in Fig. 35-36.
In this case the
nominal stress is lower than the ~C-curve and
the presence
of “resting”
crack notches
(“static-notch
effect”) will not lead to any
brihtle fracture risk.
The area M of both diagrams exceeds,
however,
the UcP-curve (= the
nomina 1 stress necessary
for 13ritt le fracture
propagation,
“continuous
initiation”)
. On
“dynamic-notch
effect”,
i.e. if the part of the
structure
will become attacked
by a running
brittle fracture,
stresses
within the area M are
sufficiently
high for the fracture to proceed.
The metasta’bihty
will then change into un–
stabiht y, but this is conditio~ai.
Since there

‘r

~ -200 ‘c

Tc
temp

TS
——2—

FIG. 36. SAME TYPE OF DIAGRAM AS IN FIG. 35
BUT REPRESENTING A STEEL UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF RESIDUAL WELDING STRESSES. THE
AREAS OF VARIOUS STABILITY ARE MARKED AC CORDING TO THE TEXT. FURTHER SYMBOLS REPRESENT YIELD STRENGTH (T ), NOIvfINALCLEAVAGE STRENGTH (~ ), CRITIC%L PROPAGATION
STRESS FOR BIUTTL% FRACTURE (~ 1, LOWER
TRANSITION TEMPIZRATURE (T ) Am UPPER
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE (T:). APP. B.

—
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is always a certain arrest effect on a brittle
fracture on nominal stress
levels lower than
~C (caused by a sma~~ but sti~~ plastlc
deformation adjacent
to the fracture
surfaces)
the instability
will depend on the energy contents
of
the fracture
and the stress
level within the area
M. The higher these are the more the unstabihty will approach the unconditional
one (the
DC-level) . Even if a certain crack-arresting
effect caused by energy absorption
wlthln the
area M will take place ~n connection
w~th a,
brittle fracture,
one must always use the t~rms
metastabllity
and unstablhty
for such stress
levels,
since the deaderung
distance
]s always
considerable,
if a brittle fracture has once be–
come initiated.

stable,
but the conditions
in connection
with
the initiation
of the fracture which may cau”se
this stability
under practical
circumstances
‘is
not quit~ true and complete.
One may now return to a publication
by
Kochendt5rffer and Scholl. * Also the NC-

The term “quasi stability”
is used as an
expression
for a stability
that is not quite true
and complete.
A ~uasl stable part of a structure
(stress
and Wrnperature
area K in Fig. 35-36) is such
a part, wh~ch theoretically
should be stable
because
of the fact that the nominal str~ ss is
below the 0[7 -level,
but which is subject to
such a low ~emperature
‘that considerable
failures may st~ll occur through a sudden brltlleOne can imagine a welded
fracture attack.
joint in which,
owing to weldlng stresses
and
a notch effect,
a brittle fracture has become
initiated , Let us fur~her assume a low nominal
stress in surrounding
parts (be low- UCP). Under
these conditions
the s urroundlng
parts are
quasi stable.
The crack wi 11 not propagate
further than the deadening
d~ stance,
but this
distance
depends
upon the energy release
in
connection
with the initiation.
This can se 1dom be foreseen
and the quasi stable state is
A practical
example lS a
nothing to rely upon.
welded structure
with a heavy plate t’hickrmss
under fabrication.
Should a brittle fracture
b~come initiated
in an almost finished
weld
caused by welding stresses
and defects,
th~
deadening
distance
will be long because
of the
high-energy
release
and the whole structure
may be spoiled in spite of no additional
serv–
ice load.
However,
should a corresponding
fracture occur in the structure,
but at the beginning of the welding,
the deadening
,distance
may be only an inch or two.
Consequently
the
bribtle fracture will become arrested,
since
th@re is no service
load acting as a dr~ving
force .

joint

In both cases the parts
are quasi stable,
i.e.

around the welded
theoretically

FIG. 37. THPJE-DIMENSIONAL
NC DIAGRAM,
WHICH SHOWS IN PRINCIPLE THE CONDITIONS
FOR BRITTLE FRACTURE INITIATION VS. STRESS
(LOGARITHMIC SCALE ) ~TEMPERATURE AND
NOTCH RADIUS . FURTHER SYMBOLS REP~SENT
YIELD STRENGTH (Ts ) AND NOMINAL CLEAVAGE
APP. B.
STRENGTH (o&).
test~ng results
can he illustrated
by the threedlmensional
diagrams
schematically
shown in
Fig. 37. This diagram with a logarithmic
scale
on the vertical
stress axis shows the yield
strength
and the cleavags
strength planes and
how they are depending of the th~rd variable,

the notch effec~.
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very small effect only on mechanical
and impact properties.
Within these llm~ts it did not
seem to affect
the precipita’tlon
itself.

APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF RECENT INVESTIGATIONS
lnve stigations’::
on
The re suit of additional
the properties
of niobium- (columbium)
treated
mild steel can be summarized
in the followlng:
1. The solubihty
could approximate
tion

of niobium In austenlte
lY be expressed
by the equa-

log (~, Nb) (Yo C) = -2500/T

- 0.63

For example with II.207’o C the solubllity
at a
normal reheating
temperature
(2200 ‘I?) is
shghtly
above 0 .02% Nb.
The increased
strength
could be mainly
attributed
to the precip~tatlon
of nloblum,
probably as ca.rblde, with its maximum effect
which reat 1200” F. Coarse precipitates,
mained undissolved
during soaking,
did not
contr~bute to any sigruficant
extent to mechanical properties.
2.

temperature
3. The transition
mainly bscause
of preclp~tation

was raised
hardening.

4. Anneallng
at temperatur~s
above 1200 “F
caused softening
because
of coarsening
of the
Th~ effect of precipitation
harprecipitate.
dening on mechanical
and impact properties
disappeared
aft~r annealing
at about 1450 ‘F.
5. Hardness
~ncrease after quenching
from
solution treatment
temperatures
and subse–
quent anneahng
at 1200° F was 4-5 times
higher than after continuous
cooling.
This
l~dicates
that during continuous
cool~ng some
prec~pitation
occurs at higher temperatures.
No significant
preclpl tatlon,
however,
was
observed
in the .austenite
when all niobium
was brought into solution.
When part of the
precipitate
remained
undissolved,
some dissolved niobium was precipitated
also in the
austenite.
6. Cooling rate in the range 200 to 150 “F/
rein, measured
between 1290° and 111 O”F, had
‘$ de Kaz~nczy, F., Axnas, A., and Pachleltner, P. , “Some properties
of nlobiumtreated mild steel, “ Jernkontorets
Anna~r,
147:4 (1963), p. 408.

7. pr~clpitated
niobium inhibited
austenite
grain growth up to higher temperatures
t hari is
normally obs~rved in aluminum-killed
steels.
Normahzed
niobium–treated
steel retained
rts
mechanical
and impact propsrties
after over–
heating up to about 1900 ‘F.

8. The ferrite grain size of normalized
niobium-treated
steel was on an average ASTM
No. 10.3, which is smaller than of norma~
The fine grain size
aluminum–treated
steels.
resulted
~n increased
yield stress and improved
notch ductillty,
with a Charpy–V 20 ft-lb transition temperature
around -80 ‘F.
9. According to an investigation
by Rorm’~’~,
dis solved niobium retmrd~d the transformat~ori
into pre–eutectold
ferrite and pearlite--the
former resulting
In a marked tendency
to
Widmanstattec
structure
format~on in continuNotch ductility
is imously cooled steel.
paired If the structure
contains
substantial
amounts of Wiclmanstatten
ferrite.
10. In the same investigation
niobium was not
found ‘co have any substantial
effect on the
h-ansformatlori
into bainite.
The bainite formation occurs as in the corresponding
base alloy
without any niobium addition.

between
1470” and
11. Rolling ternperatur~
1830 “F did not affect mechanical
and impact
propert~es when the reheating
temperature
before rolling was z370”F.
A beneficial
effect
of low rolling temperatures
(controlled
rolling)
on impact propsrtles,
however,
was observed
with a reheating
temperature
of 2200 “F. In the
former case the entire structure
consisted
of
Wldmanst~tten
ferr~te and ba~nite or pearlite
at
all rolllng temperatures.
In the latter case the
major part of the ferrite was equiaxed,
and the
occurrence
of W~dmanstatten
ferrite decreased
with decreasing
rolling temperature.
It is
therefore
believed
that the beneficial
effect of
controlled
rolling can mainly be attmbuted
to
the formation of smaller austenite
grams,
and
that the pr~sence
of some undissolved
precip~tate lS a condition
for this to occur.

‘~’~:L. Ronn, Graduate
Thesis Work at the Royal
Institute
of Technology,
Stockholm,
1962.
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12. The addition
of small amounts of Cr and
Mo to niobium-treated
steel Increases
the austenlte grain size, whereas
the addition of Al or
T~ decreases
~t. Th~s was r~flected
among
oth~r things ~n decreased
yield/tensile
ratio in
the former case,
and in increased
ratio ~n the
latter one, both in the as-rolled
and normahzed
condit~on.
Notch ductility
was affected
in the
same manner.

F~rLally, promising
results
have been obtained on investigating
more complex m~cro alloy steels of Increased
strength in which
niobium is one of the micro-alloying
elem~nts.
Still more promising
experiences
as to the POsslbihty
of reaching
considerably
higher str~ngth
levels of micro-alloy
steels after proper heat
treatment
have appeared,
but for the present lt
is too early to report any details.

13. The critical
stress for brittle-fracture
initiation
according
to the Orowan corLcept was
decreased
by. nlob~um ~n the as-rolled
condltlon,
but was re stored after strain- ag~ng or normal?zlng . Niobium-treated
steels,
flnlshed
In the
higher temperature
range,
did not exhibit a
Luders strain and revealed
virtually
no difference bstween upper and lower yield points.
This phenomenon
also chsappeared
after s~ralnaglng or normahzing.
Increased
denslt’y of
mobile dislocations
In the as–rolled
condition
IS offered as a common explanation.

Our present feel~ng concerning
the application of micro–allo y stee Is for welded structures,
and part~cularly
with regard to th~se in
which rnob~um alone is the micro-alloy
addition, is rather optimistic
as to the strength
levels chscussed
In the paper as well as to
micro-alloy
steels with still higher strength.
This can be illustrated
by a diagram showlngj
in principle,
the relation
between yield
strength and weldabllity
for various steel
groups :

14. Niobium delays strain-aging
in the temperature range of nitrogen aging by a t~me factor
of 4 both in the as-rolled
and normalized
cond~tion.
Th~ maximum increase
in yield stress
was also sornewha~ reduced.
A possible
explanation
1s that some n~trogen is precipitated
w~th niobium,
thus reducing the content of
dissolved
rutrogen.
IrI an additional

lnvestlgatlon
by Nore’n and
de Kazlnczy~ 3, previously
ment~oned ~n the
paper, the em brlttlement
of various
steels upan
stress rehevlng
in the temperature
range between 930° and 1290° F was stuched.
It was
found that the Charpy-V transition
temperature
of a semikllled
normalized
ruobium-treated
steel increased
less tha~ that of aluminumtreated
steel s-- the differ~ncc
bslng p:~rt’lcu–
larly pronounced
afmr anneahng
for 24 hr at
12(30° and 1290° F.
Further additional
performed concerning

inve sfigatlons
the we ldablht

have
y of

been

“n~oblum-treated
steels.
These lrivestlgatlons
Include a great number of various experiments,
In laboratory
scale as well as with the steel in
full-scale
weld~ng production.
They may be
summarized
by the statement
that the weldablhty of ruoblum-treated
steels wlthln the composition
ranges menhoned
~n the paper has
proved to be superior to carbon-manganese
steels and ev~n plaln carbon steels in plate
thicknesses
equ~valent
In strength.
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The diagram shows approximate
lY the yield
strength ranges covered by plwrr carbon ste~ls,
C-Mn-steels,
various micro-alloy
steels and
low-alloy
steels [or welded structures.
On ~ncreaslng
strength w~th,in each group of steels,
the weldabihty
will become lmpalred,
mainly
k cause of higher carban contents
and/or coni .e.
due
to
tents of othsr alloying Elements,
Increased
hardenabihty.
This will imply, for
comparable
strength
levels of two steel
groups,
that lt 1s favorable
from weldablhty
Polrr~ of view to choose the steel, which w1ll
fulflll the strength
specifications
wlt’lmn the
lower part of the possible
strength range of the
group rather than a steel that has to be chosen
wi!hln the upper part of Its range Ior the same
strength.
Hence there 1s obviously
a good
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deal to be gained by using a micro-alloy
steel
rather than a C- Mn-steel
as, for example,
high-strength
ship steel,
provided the latter
has to be produced with carbon and manganese
contents
very close to the acceptable
maximum
figures to be permitted for weldlng.
A microalloy steel with corresponding
yield strength
but lower In carbon and manganese
will certainly vwthstand
much more rough treatment
~n the sh~pyard.

kgm/cm
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EXTRACT OF INVESTIGATION FOR THE OFFICIAL
APPROVAL OF COLUMBIUM MICRO-ALLOY STEEL
AS PRESSURE VESSEL IMATERIALACCORDING TO
REQUIREMENTS OF SWEDISH AUTHORITIES
5

The Swedish authorities
have approved the
use of columbium micro–alloy
steel in the
sihcon-klllecl
and normahzed
condltlon
for use
m pressure
vessels
and an extensive
investigation has been performed for this approval.
The Figures 38-48 show some results,
which
may complete the foregoing report with respect
to impact strength,
weldability
and yield
strength at elevated
temperatures,
representa–
tive for this type of steel.
Various heats of
columblum micro-alloy
steel were investigated
and the one represenl’ed
by the Figures 38–48
had the fo llowlng composition:
CO.16

SiO.32

Mnl

.42

PO.0Z6
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FIG. 38. CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT CURVE FOR
APP. D.
25 mm PLATE THICKNESS.
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FIG . 39. YIELD STRENGTH VERSUS TEMPERATURE FOR A NORMALIZED SILICON-~LLED
COLUMBIUM STEEL ACCORDING TO APP. D .
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FIG. 40. lWCRO-STRUGTURE
TH1’CKN)ESS. APP. D.

IN 25 mm PLATE
IOox

FIG. 42. MIGRO-STRUC’TUFW IN 50 mm PLATE
IOox
TI+ICKNESS . M(P . D .

FIG. 41. MICRO-STRUCTURE
THICKNESS.
APP. i).

IN 25 mm PLATE
400 x

FIG. 43. MICRO-STRUCTURE
THICKNESS . _ApP. D .

IN 50 mrn PLATE
400X

.

FIG

~~ . HEAT AFFECTED ZONE CLOSE TO FU’-

21ON LINE OF A

WELD

(4 mm ELECTRODE

131AME -

TER)AS A ONE-LAYER BEAL) ON 50 mm PLATE
THICKNESS . NO PREHEATING.
MAXIMUM HARD500 x
NESS ABT. 325 HV. APP. D.

FIG. 45.
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE CLOSE TO FUSION
AS A ONE-LJJYER BEAD ON 50 mm PLATE THICKNESS.
1000 x
325 HV. APP. D.

FIG 46. 02FERVATION IN THE ELECTRON MICROSC OPE REVEALS THAT THE DENSER PARTS
OF THE MICRO -STRUCTURE
IN FIGURES 44 AND
45, WHICH ON NORMAL LIGHT MICROSCOPE
LOOK AS MARTENSITE , ACTUALLY IS A TYPE OF
LOW-TEMPERATURE
BAINITE . APP. D.
~LECTRON TvHCROGRAPH 12>000 X.

LINE OF A WELT) (4
NO PREHEATING.

ELECTRODE DIAMETER)
MAXIMUM HARDNESS ABT.

mm

FIG .

IN THE ELECTR[lN MIG ROSCOPE THE COARSE1< PAR’i’SOF THE MICRO -STRUC 44 AND 45 AI<L RE’VEALEDAS A HIGH ‘TEMPERATTJKE13AINITE . APP. D .
ELECTRON MIGROGRAPH 1 Z , 000 X
47.
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